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Above are samples of "Soft Soap'
or "Soap Paste" made with
PEARLINE, and with two of the
lending powders which are claimed to be "Same as" or
"Good as" PEARIJNE.
The bottle to the right contains a solid mass of pure,
white "Soap Paste" or " Soft Soap," made with PEARLINE?
thick enough to stand alone.
The bottle in the middle is one of "Same as" and
contents is one-quarter poor, thin, mushy soap?balance
(three-quarters) discolored water.
The bottle to the left is a poorer "Same as," and
contains simply discolored water, with a sediment (not soapy)
at bottom. The middle and left-hand bottles are fair samples
of the many powders offered in place of PEARLINE. Try the
experiment yourself directions on back of each package.
Some powders are worthless, some inefficient, others
dangerous. Pearline is the standard. The Millions of
Packages of PEARLINE used each year proves
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difference In price between Pearline ami the most
Soap Powders is nominal. A year's supply
.1 the value of one ordinary garment rained.

worthless
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Dorchester, on Sunday, June 25, and, in
consequence, has been presented with
the handsomesilver trowel used on that
occasion.
The former home of Theodore Parker,
corner of Centre street and Cottage ave-

a corporation organized under the laws nue, West Rpxbury, has been purchased
of the Commonwealthof Massachusetts, by Archbishop Williams, and a new
and oonslating of one hundred of the
leading Catholic clergymen of New church will be built thereon to replace
Kngland.
the present St. Theresa's Church.
OFFICERS :
Fob the first time in history a CathoPresident, Kight Key. Monsignor Griffin, lic has been appointed to a professorship
D. D., Worcester, Mass.
Viok-Prksidents Very Rev. John E. in the University of Geneva, in the
Barry, Y. G., P. X., Key. James person of M. dc Girard, of Fribonrg,
O'Doherty, P. X., Key. Edward McSweeny, Key. James Coyle, Key. who has just been called to the chair of
Thomas Broderick, Key. Daniel O'SulNational Economics in Geneva.'
livan, P. X., Rev. Thomas Smyth.
Th.kasub.bk, Key. John O'Brien.
Archbishop Babnaba of Santiago dc
Clerk, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell.
Cuba and Bishop Blenk of San Juan,
Directors: Right Rev. Monsignor Griftin, Porto Rico, were consecrated Sunday,
D. D.; Right Key. Monsignor Mageiinis,
P. R.; Rev. John J. Lyons, Rev. Denis July 2, in St. Louis' cathedral at New
O'Callaghan, D. D; Rev. John O'Brien,
Archbishop Chapelle, the aposRev. Philip J. O'Donnell, Rev. William Orleans,
P. McQuaid, Rev. Denis J. O'Farrell, tolic delegate to Cuba and Porto Rico,
Rev. John M. Mulcahy.
officiating.
Managing Director, Rev. John O'Brien.
The Rev. Doctor John Farbell Gal.
Subscriptions must be paid in advance.
moan, S. J., president of Gonzaga ColTwo Dollars
Yearly Subscription
Five Cents lege and rector of St. Aloysius's Church,
Single Copies
Washington, died at St. Francis Xavier's
The cost of subscription may be reduced by paying from two to four years College, New York, last week, lie was
in advance, as follows
born In Boston in 1869, and entered the
WS 00 priesthood in 1889.
Two Years
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no reme dy so K«<>d, so reliable, so appetizn£' or so effective for coiisliputi v, v. \u25a0\u25a0,'\u25a0
headache, or that "out of sorts" feeling
arising from a disorder*
" It invariably gives satisfaction."

*

TARRANT & CO., Chemists. New York.
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10 a. m. to 10 i'. m. Since the opening
of the new building last November, a
great many patients have been cared for,
A portion of the priests of the Proviand
if a portion of those constantly
dence diocese have been on retreat this seeking admission for the care of cancel'
Brighton.
week at St. John's Seminary,
and other exhausting diseases are to be
The new Guardian Angel Home for suitably provided for, our friends outrht
Little Children, Brooklyn, N. _~ was to rally to our support now, and help
blessed last Tuesday. It is in charge of make today's festival the success of
the Sisters of Mercy.
the season. The city of Boston can
justly claim many worthy charities, and
Key.
Tieuney
Bishop
has transferred
as one of the latest to supplecoining
St.
curacy
J.
Loftus
from
a
at
John
ment
the
work of the general hospitals,
Patrick's Church, Hartford, to a similar
we only ask for the recognition which we
position at St. Mary's, Norwalk.
think our institution deserves. If we
The father of Mascagni, the famous consider the number of incurables in a
musical composer, who during his life million of inhabitants, there is pracalways showed himself a fervent and tically no limit to its scope.
practical Catholic, died recently at Lon-
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0.00
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»

.

of St. Mary's Church, Waltham, to SS.
Peter and Paul's Church, South Boston.

don, Eng.
The Rev. Philip F. Sexton, recently
The annual pilgrimage from SpringPersons renewing a subscription and appointed pastor of the parish of Mersending one NEW subscription can have rimac and West Newbury, preached his field and vicinity to the shrine of Sainte
both for $2.50, that is, $1.25 each.
farewell sermon tn St. Philip's Church, Anne dc Beaupre, P. Q.,4eft that "city on
Club rates:
Harrison avenue, last Sunday, where the 11th, and a very large number of
Five copies to one address for a year 7.50 for several years he had been curate. Catholics from varioussections of western
Ten copies to one address for a year 12.50 The Rev. Philip.l.
O'Donnell, pastor of Massachusetts are taking part in it.
To be entitled to a prize, or badge and St. Philip's, spoke at all the Masses in
Key. C. J. McKi.roy, pastor of St.
Manual, the full subscription rate, two
dollars, must be paid in advance direct to praise of Father Sexton's work among Mary's Church, Derby, Conn., read a
the people of the parish, and a substanthis otlice.
detailed statement of the work accomNo attention will be paid to letters tial recognition of his faithful services plished by the parochial school during
which are not signed with the writer's was presented to him on behalf of the
the past year at all the Masses the other
name.
Sunday, and highly praised the Sisters
Persons wishing to canvass for the parishioners.
Review must send a letter from their
of Mercy for the success of the year.
It is reported, on what seems good aupastor, when instructions and order thority, that the novitiate of the Jesuits
Tiieodoi.ko Cardinal Mebtel, viceblanks will be mailed.
of the province of New York and MarySpecial rates for local advertising.
chancellor of the Holy Roman Church,
Printed rates sent upon application.
land will be removed from Frederick died last Tuesday in Koine at the age of
Specimen copies and new Prize List City, Md., to a site on the Hudson river, ninety-three years. In point of years,
gent free upon application.
near Poughkeepsie, N. Y. The reasons as well as in the length of timesince his
General Advertising, 20 cents per line, assigned for this change are, first, that creation as cardinal, he was the oldest
agate.
the present buildings at Frederick are member of the Sacred College. He was
Send money by check, post-ofliee order too small, and secondly, that a more
born at Alluuiiere in the diocese of Civita
or registered letter not in bills.
Send all money and address all com- central location in the province is desir- Vecehiain LSOO, and wascreated cardinal
munications to the
able. The present novitiate at Frederick in March, ISSS. He ranked as a cardinal
Review Publishing Co.,
City is one of the oldest ecclesiastical deacon.
194 Washington St.,
buildings in the country.
Bight Bev.Febgus P. McEvay, bishopBoston, Mass
ending July (i, 15 chil- nominate of the Canadian see of LonFor
the
week
Advertising Manager, Charles E. Putdren 5 boys and 10 girls were redon, was born Feb. 2, 1.552, at Lindsay,
nam, 194 Washington St., Boston.
ceived into the Home for Destitute Ont He studied at St. Michael's ColKntered as second class matter in the Boston Catholic Children ; \u25a0"> boys and (i girls lege, Toronto, St. Francis's Seminary,
Post Offloe, Dec. 1, lsss.
were placed in families; 10 boys ami 10 Milwaukee, and the Grand Seminary,
Saturday? July 15, 1899. girls were restored to relatives. Remain- Montreal. He was ordained, for the
Peterborough diocese, July 9, 1882, but
ing in the Home, July (i, 21M children
ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
130 boys and 83 girls. The following when Bishop Dowling was transferred
subscriptions and donations have been from Peterborough to Hamilton, Father
The Eucharistic Congress will be held received Mr. J. P. Flatley, S2-"i; Mr. E. McEvay, with Rome's permission, bethis year in Lourdes from Aug. 7 to 10. Clifford, flO; Mr. John Kelley, $6; came a priestof the Hamilton diocese.
Co., William .1.
Am'HßisHoc Chapelle celebrated the Messrs. C. A. Hall
Tin: basement of the new St. John's
thirty-fourth anniversary of his ordina- Flynn, J. H. Corcoran. Mrs. I). linehan,
at the corner of Blue 11 ill
Church,
tion on Thursday, June 29.
Friend (N.), 95 each; Friend, $2; Mr.
and Woodcliff street, Koxbury,
avenue
Tin-: honorary degree of I). C. L. was and Mrs. J. O. Fallon, $1 each. Donawas opened last Sunday morning, for
of money, clothing, stores, or any
recently conferred by Oxford upon tions
the first time, for divine worship.
useful to the children or in the
Father Ehrle, S. J., the librarian of the articles
Solemn High Mass was celebrated at
Home are respectfully solicited.
Vatican.
10.80, by the Key. Arthur T. Connolly,
The following transfers and appointpastor of the church of the Blessed
The total number of Catholics in FinSacrament, with the Key. James B.
the
of
the
archdioamong
clergy
ments
garrison
troops,
land,- exclusive of the
Troy,
pastor of St. Catherine's Church,
which number many Catholic Poles, is cese of Boston have been announced
as deacon, and the Key.
Norwood,
as
Buckley,
in
Rev.
P.
J.
curate
to
St.
Helsingthe
about 1,400, of whom 600 live
of Charlestown as
McCarthy
F.
Philip's Church, Harrison avenue, in Thomas
fors, the capital city.
of Key. (ieorge V'. Leahy, who goes sub-deacon. The Rev. Daniel C. Kiordan
place
Mo.nsigN(>rDiomedeFai.C(>nio,o. S.F.,
Key.
to teach physics at St. John'sSeminary, was master of ceremonies. The
recently appointed apostolic delegate to
Key. Francis J. Houston W. O. Read Mtillan, S. J., preached the
the
Brighton;
Canada, will bring with him to Ottawa
church
from St. Joseph's Church, Chambers sermon. Prior to the Mass the
as secretary of the delegation a Francis- strict, this city, to the church of the was blessed by the Key. Hugh P. Smyth,
can friar of the Knglish province of his Most Precious Blood, Hyde Park; the permanent rector of'St. Joseph's Church,
order.
Rev. Augustine I). M alley from Hyde Koxbury, of which St. John's is amission.
Kioht Key. Jose Ai.eiandro Pkrai.ta, Park to the Working Hoy's Home, as as1). D., bishop of Panama, United States sistant to the Rev. John F. Ford, diHOLY GHOST HOSPITAL FOR
of Colombia, died of yellow fever on the rector of that institution ; the Rev. AlINCURABLES.
Bth Inst He was fifty-three years of oysius S. Malone as curate to All Saints'
age, and had been bishop of the Panama Church, Koxbury, to replace the Rev.
The Sisters and friends of the Holy
diocese since 1886.
.lames P. McGuigan, who was injured by Ghost Hospital for Incurables invite all
on July 4; who are interested in the growth and
Mr. Peter B. Cokrett contributed the a cannon cracker explosion
the Rev. Joseph I'. Mailer as curate to success of this great work to attend ihe
largest sum of money to the collection
the church of the Blessed Sacrament ; midsummer festival to be held at Charles
taken up at the ceremony of Ihe cornerthe Key. Thomas J. Maboney, formerly Kiver Park on Saturday, July 15, from
Margaret's
St.
Church.
laying
of
stone
Three Years
Four Years
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BERKSHIRE

NOTES.

[From our own correspondent.]
The sewing society of St. Mary's
parish, Lee, is to hold a lawn party soon

the benelit of the church fund.
The deathofRev. George 11. Brennan,

for

formerly pastor of St. Mary's Church,

Lee, is announced. He died at his
home in Ireland. Father Brennan built
the churches at West Stockbridge and

South Lee. He was pastor of St. Mary's
of Lee and its outmissions for about
nineteen years. He resigned his pastorate in 1883, since which time he has
resided in Ireland.

The solemn dedication of St. Joseph's
parochial school. Pittsfield, Mass., took
place last Sunday. In the morning

high Mass was sung in St. Joseph's
Church, the Kight Monsignor Thomas
Griffin, I). D., pastor of St. John's
Church, Worcester, being the celebrant,
with the Key. .lames _. Fitzgerald of
St. Joseph's, as deacon, and tiie Key.
James L. McSweeney of Chestertown,
Md., as subdeacon. "Bishop Beaven of
Springfield occupied a seat in the sanctuary, and there was a large attendance
of clergymen from various parts of the
diocese." In the afternoon at 3 o'clock,
in
the dedicatory sermon was preached
the church by the Kight Key. Monsignor Thomas.!. Conaty, D. !»., rector
of the Catholic University, Washington,
D. C, after which the procession to the
school was formed, where the Bishop
dedicated the edifice. The exercises
were witnessed by fully 2,000 people,
including Mayor Whiting, the city government, and" representatives of nearly
every religious denomination.

Walter Baker & Co.'s
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representation than the government bill gives them. to set France against France; to divide a nation
On the other hand, M. Woeste, one of the oldest par- against itself. You will not listen to those who seek
liamentary hands, Opposes any change in the existing to persuade you that our supreme court of justice is
bribed judges, who unanimously
One of the most important acts suffrage laws, and declares that as under those laws composed of servileor
Under the Stars performed by President McKinley business has prospered, taxation been reduced, many betrayed their duty and trampled justice under their
and Stripes.
with regard to our new posses- public works have been inaugurated and everything feet. You will set the example of respect for justice
sions was the order issued on the has gone well, it would be unwise to change things at and for those great social forces which can not be
11th, through the War Department, extending the the demand of an uneasy and always dissatisfied mi- weakened without deep prejudice to the nation.
protection of the flag to the shipping of Porto Kico and nority. The general belief, though, is that electoral re- You will show your confidence in the regular civil and
military authorities iv upholding the principles of
the Philippines. Cuban ships are left out, in def- forms will be enacted, and many of the leading Cathjustice and of moderation, which are those which
erence to our promise not to annex that island. The olic politicians urge their enactment.
Christianity commands us to follow. And do not fororder in question includes all ships owned by residents
The Tory Government is, to say
ge! that the man who will soon be up for justice is
exchange
difficulties,
of the ratthe least, in serious
of these islands at the time of the
NetahrinegCrisis.
and the situationsit is now facing now only an accused party. He is entitled to every
ifications of the treaty, and directs officers of customs
in Porto Kico and the Philippines lo issue certificates
and the problems it has to solve guarantee which the laws of civilized countries secure
of protection to vessels of the islands referred to. are of the gravest, kind. The Boer question is perhaps to those on their trial. Remember that every noisy
These certificates entitle the vessels to which the most serious that at present confronts Lord Salis- demonstration will seem to weigh upon his judges,
martial." Among
they are issued to the protection of the Hag of bury's government, and it will require much more than and so will be insulting to the court
the
of
this
address
ace
four
and one id'
priests,
signers
settle
the
high
the United States on the
seas and in all ordinary tact and resourcefulness to
matter
under the following conditions: First, The so as to maintain the integrity of the party. Whether the leading members of the editorial stall'of the Soleil.

WTehk'sNews.

ports

vessel must be owned by a citizen of the United
States residing in Porto Kico or the Philippines;
second, Natives of the islands may be given certificates
for their vessels upon their taking the oath of allegiance; third, If a resident of the islands named was a
subject of Spain prior to April 11, 1899, and has abjured his allegiance to the crown of Spain, and has
taken the oath of allegiance to the United States, he,
too, shall be entitled to a certificate of protection.
The President's order further provides that the master
and the watch officers of a vessel to which a certificate
of protection is issued must also be citizens of the
United States. In lieu of that they must take the
oath of allegiance. It is, however, discretionary with
the general commanding the forces of the United
States in the several islands named as lo whether these
special provisions shall be waived in whole or in part.
The way in which this country is
Muzzling the
kept in ignorance of Philippine
Cuban Press. affairs by the rigid censorship
that is enforced at Manila has disgusted a good many
Americans. It would appear that General Wilson,
who has command of a Cuban district, has taken a
leaf out, of General Otis's book, for the Cienfuegos
Civ iisjiomli ia-ui says that he has ordered police headquarters not to give reports of department affairs to
the newspapers, and especial care has been enjoined
regarding the suburban work of the rural guards. The
reason of this arbitrary order is believed to be General
Wilson's desire to keep secret the activities of the
Cuban bandits and outlaws. El Diario dc la Marina, a
Havana paper, in a recent issue said that a farmer
was recently robbed by a band claiming to belong to

a new junta organized to oust the Americans by war
if necessary. It does not give the name of the farmer
nor locate the farm except to gay thai the robbery
took place near Mariel. A despatch 'from Puerto
Principe SayB the rural guards there were notified of
the presence of a band of forty armed men near the
city and pursued them to Carvajal plantation, where
the outlaws gave tight fi
behind a stone wall. After
ten minutes of hot tiring the band made a dash for the
road and escaped, losing one man, Luis Cruz, a former
resident of Nuevitas, and always a worthless character. The rural guards had two men wounded. They
captured fifteen horses which the outlaws had been
leading. The band recently stole eight rifles, a number Of revolvers and machetes and a quantity of
cartridges, with which it was evidently intended to
arm additional men. Cases id' kidnaping of wealthy
Spaniards, who are held for ransom, are also reported".
Matters appear to have settled
down somewhat in Brussels, owThe Belgian
Situation.
ing to the action taken by the

king In the matter of the new

suffrage bill. The character of the men who stirred up
the disturbances in the Chamber id' Deputies is described by a London paper, which calls them all radicals
and socialists, and which says if they attempt to carry
out their threats and Inaugurate arevolution, they
.will not find the government as weak as did their
prototypes of 15.")7. Premier van den I'cereboom, who
has been designated by the cableman as "an obstinate
ultramontane," is known to be a liberal-minded statesman, who stands ready to go as far as he can in the
direction of remedying abuses and popularcomplaints,
bul who will tolerate no disorder. M. Beernaert, president of the Chamber of Deputies, who is also one of
the Belgian representatives at the Tsar's Peace Congress, has been called home by King Leopold, and he
is known to favor giantiug to minorities a still larger

the war that threatened in South Africa will be averted
by the concessions in the matter of extending the suffrage which the Volksraad has recently made, remains
to be seen. President Kruger evidently thinks if will,
for in answer to the Pope, who wrote urging him to
avoid war, the Transvaal president replied that although a full settlement was distant,'the crisis had
passed. \V. P. Schreiner, the prime-minister of the
Cape of Good Hope Colony, says that the government
of that colony regards the Transvaal's proposals as
adequate reforms, and declares that Great Britain,
consequently, has no grounds for interfering in South
African matters. This official who, by the way, is a
relative of the well known American writer, Olive
Schreiner ?has been criticized very severely by the
Cape Colonists for expressing these opinions, however,
and both England and the Transvaal are still preparing for hostilities. For, instance, word reached London, Monday, that the German steamer " Reichstag "
lias sailed from Naples with 15,000 rifles, 500 tons of
war material, and 600 mules for the Transvaal. According to the same despatch, another steamer with a
similar cargo sailed on the llth from Arenas.
If this portion of the earth has
No Lack of
not received due consideration of
Rain There. late from Jupiter Pluvis, our soldiers in and about Manila can
not com plain of inattention on his part. A recent despatch from the Philippine capital said that in consequence of the incessant and heavy rain, the country
along the American south and bay lines is literally
led. The soldiers are Buffering great discomforl.
II
The 13th Infantry Regiment at Pasay is in the worst
position, being practically surrounded by water. The
bridges that were used for getting supplies have been
washed away, and some id' the companies are nowseparated by streams six feet deep. In many cases
the men are sleeping with three feet of water beneath
their bunks, which are elevated on cracker boxes. The
company cooks, when preparing the meals, stand
knee-deep in water. Some of the roads leading to
Pasay are simply impassable, and the rice-fields on all
sides are one great lake. A high wind blew over several tents of the 2d Reserve hospital. Manila bay is
impossible of navigation by either launches or cascoes.
and no vessels are leaving the harbor. The United
Stales transport " Centennial " is ready to sail for San
Francisco with discharged soldiers, but the latter have
to sif around the water front all day, drenched to the
skin, wailing for a launch to take them to the steamer.
The river Pasig and all the other streams are swollen,
aud the city streets at all low points are covered with
water. Of course, this condition of things renders active military operations out of the question, liven
Hie Filipinos are disposed to keep quiet, it is said, but
tln* wet season exposes our troops to deadly diseases.
against which the Filipinos are hnmunes.
In answer to the unwarranted acFrench Catholics cusations made by interested
parties against the French Cathand Dreyfus.
olics, of being opposed to the
rendition of justice to Captain Dreyfus, the Catholic
Committee of Rennes, where the Captain's retrial is
to take place, have issued the following: "Catholics
of Rennes! In a few days a cause which has s.i
deeply disturbed Ihe country will be judged at Rennes.
lcerns our national honor and dignity that the
It
task of justice should lie accomplished in peace and
quietness. An attempt has been made in this affair
to place civil in conflict with military justice. The
judges were pitted against the army. To do this was
?

When President Schunnan of the

The Sulu Sultan Philip pi nesCom mission, on his recent
on Our
trip through the archipelago,visited
Salary List. Sulu, he secured an interview with
the young Mohammedan Sultan
who rules that island, and had a long talk with him.
Mr. Schunnan sent a reportof thatinterview to Washington, and it is now announced that, in consequence,
Secretary Hay has authorized Brigadier-! ieneral Bates
the Sitlu groups lo consult with the
Sultan of the Sulus regarding the future of these islands. The authorities will not divulge the nature of
the instruction to (ieneral Bates, but it is understood
there is no disposition to infringe upon the Sultan's
authority, provided he acknowledges the sovereignty
of the United Stales, (ieneral Bates will explain the
friendly purposes of this government, and. if necessary,
will agree that this government shall pay him a small
annuity, as was done by the Spanish government.
President Schunnan reported that the Sultan was
quite willing to transfer his allegiance on condition
that treatiesexisting between himself and Spain were
respected by the United States. It is further slated
by an official in a position to know, that this government intends to establish home rule at (daces win-K-it is considered advisable, including the island of
Negro*, conditions in which, according to President
Schunnan, arc especially satisfactory.
The enmities which have kepi
Foes No Longer. France and Germany apart since
1870 appear to have been brushed
out of existence by Ihe friendly interchanges which
passed last week between President Loubet and
Emperor William. The Kaiser asked permission to
visit a French schools?ip, which permission was
readily granted, and after the visit had been made the
Emperor sent the following despatch to President
Loubet " 1 have had the pleasure to see on board the
schoolship Iphigenie,' young French sailors whose
military bearing and sympathetic demeanor, worthy
of their noble country, made a deep impression upon
me. My sailor's heart and spirit of comradeship rejoiced at the gracious welcome accorded nic by her
commander, officers and crew. 1 congratulate myself,
Monsieur le President, on the happy circumstance
which permitted me to meet the 'Iphigenie' and
your amiable countrymen." To this President Loubet
replied as follows " I urn deeply touched by the telegram Your Imperial Majesty addressed to me after
your visit to the i Iphigenie,' in which Your Majesty
was pleased to convey to me the impression made by
this visit, and I desire to thank you for the honor
done our sailors." The Kaiser afterwards Invited
the oflicers ami sixty cadets of the " iphigenie " and
the German cadets of the training-ship (ineisenau "
to meet at an entertainment on hoard the imperial
yacht " Hohenzoliern."
A remarkable incident occurred
last Sunday evening in the
CCAighnueinarlddo hicago.
Episcopalian church of AllSouls,
Chicago, the place of worship of
some of the richest and most influential residents of
the city. Fritz Andre, a former sergeant in a company of the United states Volunteer Signal Corps.
who had recently returned from Manila, gave a
stereoptiron lecture in this church, and he was assisted
by W. II. Reeves, another returned Philippine volunteer. When the stereopticonflashed Dewey's face on
the canvas, not a single Individual applauded the
features of the hero of Manila Bay. Later in the evening, when the face of A<ruiiialdo, the Filipino leader,
at Manila to go to

:
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sprang out upon Ihe screen, there was an instantane- Achievements of the American .Navy," and in if the
ous burst of applause. Once only during the evening young orator gave short accounts of the various imdid the audience do homage to the name of Dewey, portant naval battles since theformation of therepuband that was when the lecturer said, " 1 believe that lic. Paul Kyle of Kyle's Military Institute, Flushing,
Admiral Dewey left Manila in disgust at the conduct ami a member of the Democratic Club, has taken exof the government in attempting to subjugate the ception to Ihe omission, and is circulating a petition
natives." General Anderson, who served in the with a view of securing for Schley the credit which he
thinks is due him. The different positions assumed
Philippines, but who is now commanding the Department of the Lakes, at Chicago, and who was this year by these educational authorities have resulted in the
made an LL. D. by his alma mater, Mount St. Mary's, formation of two factions, each very bitter toward the
other. A public debate may result.
denies the statements of Ibis lecturer.
The Brazos district in Texas exThe strike and lockout of the
The Texas Floods. perienced last week what is conIndustrial Troubles bricklayers of Berlin, which at
sidered the most disastrous Hood
in Europe.
one time threatened to assume
thatever befel that section of thesouthwest. The loss of
serious proportions, has been
life and property has yet to be ascertained definitely, settled by the court of arbitration on the basis that
audit may be weeks yet before the full extent of the the wages per hour shall be 60 pfennigs (about 15
damage done by the waters is known. It is stated cents) till the end of the present year, thereafter 02.]
that twenty thousand negroes, who have been renpfennige (about 16 cents) till Sept. 30, 1900, and 65
dered homeless and destitute by the Hood, will have pfennige (nearly 17 cents) from Oct. 1, 1900, till
to be supported by the relief committees for some March 81, 1901. The working day will be nine hours.
time to come. Appeals for assistance have been sent A recent strike of colliers at Heine, near Bochum, led
to all parts of the country, and already generous to street riots, in which firearms were employed by the
responses have been made. All sorts of estimates are mob and by the police. Two of the strikers were
made as to the amount of the cotton loss. An esti- killed and seven were wounded. The strike was
mate of fifty percent, is considered conservative. This originated by a number of young Polish miners who
would be a money loss of $5,000,000. The loss sus- do not belong to the workmen's organizations. In
tained by the destruction of other crops, houses, Austria a strike of some 12,000factory hands atßrunn,
fencing, stock and bridges will be $2,500,000, while the the chief centre of the textile industry, for reduced
loss to the railroads is probably $1,000,000, making a hours and increased wages, has been brought to a contotal of $8,500,000. The heavy rains of last week did clusion by a compromise. The workers failed to obmore or less damage in other sections of the country, tain the ten-hours day they claimed, but secured a
but the largest and widest, ruin appears to have been reduction of half an hour per diem on the elevenwrought in the Brazos region id' Texas.
hours day which was previously the rule, together
The king of Siam, who lately rewith an increase of wages of 12 cents per week.
A Siamese School turned from a lengthy tour of Although this slight gain was very dearly purchased,
Competition.
Europe, signalized his return to it is welcomed by the laboring classes as an important
his capital by inaugurating a victory, inasmuch as it has manifested the possibility
public competition, open to the pupils of all Siamese of organizing an effective strike among a class of
schools, public and private, the prizes being two workers which includes a considerable proportion of
The result of the women and of hands drawn from the agricultural
scholarships valued at $12,500.
competition was recently made public. Thirty candidistricts.
In addition to the numerous
dates for the prizescompeted. The first, second, third
A Polish=American other protests which have been
and fourth places were Wjon by pupils of the Catholic
Protest.
madeagainst any closeralliance
College of Ihe Assumption, in Ihe Siamese capital.
between
this country and (ireat
of
who
Monsignor
McVey,
Siam,
The vicar-apostolic
be
Britain,
must now
added the following one spoken
called on the king to thank him for the encourageat,
Chicago
by representatives of an elethe
other
day
he
through
competition,
given
had,
ment which
this
the cause of education, found a portrait of Leo NHL ment of our population which is said to number at
occupying a prominent place in the royal palace, and least 2,000,000 souls. This resolution was unanimously
King Chulalongkorn, speaking of his European trip, adopted on the 9th at a meeting of the Polish-speaksaid: "I was splendidly received everywhere, even ing residents of Chicago " Resolved, that we, Polishbetter than I expected, but everything was official. American citizens, can see no reason for an alliance
that 1 found a father's between this government, for whose establishment
It
only in the
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Vatican
heart: you can feel that there is something of the divine in that heart."
More Liberal victories are anLiberal Victories nounced from Great Britain; and
in England.
the political situation is such that
the Conservative forces seem
panic-stricken. Their cowardice in not contesting
more spiritedly the election of Liberal members of
Parliament, is bitterly commented upon by Tory parlizans, and the gain of the Liberals since the general
election is pointed lo as an indication of coming disaster for the party in general. The Liberals are
naturally jubilant over the turn of affairs, feeling confident that even if Lord Salisbury clings to office until
the next general election, which takes place in the
summer of 1901, it will only mean a still further increase in Liberal prestige, which will inevitably result
in Ihe return of the party lo power.
A Roman despatch of the Bth
Honors the Queen informs us that Queen Marghcrof Heaven.

Kosciusko fought and Pulaski died, and that of England or any other monarchical power ; that neither the
traditions, the instincts nor the necessities of the
American nation call for such an alliance, and that we,
as Polish-American citizens, protest against it, and
pledge ourselves to vote and work against any political candidate or any party who may advocate it."
The latest news from Samoa
Chambers
shows that Chief-Justice ChamTo Come Home. bers, whose decision in favor of
Malietoa TanUS is believed by
many folks to have been the primary cause of all the
disturbances out there, has been practically shelved
officially. The insular government is now managed by
the consular board, with which llerr Solf, the German
president of the municipal council, is also acting.
Chief-Justice Chambers plays no part in the administration of Samoan affairs, and it is stated in official
circles that lie will be withdrawn from Apia in a very
short time. With his departure all the officials who
trouble, with the exception of
ita of Italy has promised to climb were concerned in the
Osbourne, will have left the islands.
Consul-General
Rocca Mekme, one of the highest
Mr.
and

Osbourne,
No complaint has been filed against
peaks of the Italian Alps, to take part in the dedicaif
he
so elects.
he
will
remain
tion of a statue of the Virgin, of which the Queen herThe 1talian government, so Roman
self is the sculptor. About two years ago a company
And This Under advices of recent date state, has
of Alpine militia were inarching over Rocca Melone
The Stars
addressed strong representations
when an avalanche started and nearly all were buried
Department at
and Stripes!
to .the State
beneath a vast mass of snow. Assistance was sum,
the alleged
respecting
Washington
and
all
from
nearest
quickly
military
post,
moned
the
the entombed men were rescued. The Queen was ill treatment of Italian immigrants in Hawaii. BloodStrangely moved by the incident. She composed a curdling stories from there are current in, Italy, and
thanksgiving prayer to the Virgin, and resolved to the impression gained from them is that these immimake a statue and erect it on the spot of the rescue. grants are kept in a kiud of slavery, chained, halfA verse of this prayer is engraven upon the pedestal starved and tortured. Italians intending to emigrate
to Hawaii are informed of what is in store for them,
of I he statue.
Here is an amusing phase of the and as far as the government can manage it direct
Was It Sampson Sampson-Schley controversy which emigration to the islands will be prevented.
or
took place, so a despatch of the
What is said to be the first recogFlushing, L. I.
Was It Schley? Stb states,
at
The Fall of the nition by the French ecclesiastical
_,
Bastile.
of the fall of the bastile
Principal Clark of the Flushing
authorities
._..,.
~
took place this week.
Cardinal
high school, recognizing tbe credit due Sampson for
the victory at Santiago, permitted his son, William A. Richard, the archbishop of Paris, issued a circular
Clark, to omit Ihe name of Schley in an oration which letter to his clergy announcing a general dispensation
for the faithful of bis jurisdiction from the obligation
the latter delivered at the recent commencement exercises of the school. The oration was entitled "The of abstinence on Friday, on the occasion of the
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national festival, and suggesting that the faithful
offer a prayer for France in lieu of the usual Friday
abstinence.
The National Educational Association is in session
at Los Angeles, Cal.
Prominent Liberians want their country annexed
to the United States.

Ambassador Choate has failed at London to secure
the release of Mrs. Maybrick.
The French Chamber of Deputies has passed a bill
allowing women to practice law.
Bishop John P. Newman nf the Methodist church
died at Saratoga, N. _~ last week.
The 150th anniversary of Goethe's birthday, Aug.
28, will be observed all over Germany.
The farmers in many parts of Kansas were compelled to work last Sunday in order to save the crops.
The formal transfer of the Carolines and other islands from Spanish to German control will take place
in the fall.
The Sixth National Convention of Deaf flutes
is a (ptiet event which is taking place this week at St.
Paul, Minn.
The Peace Conference at The Hague will adjourn
at the end of this month, to reassemble, so it is said,
next spring.
Aguinaldo has released forty-seven of the Spanish prisoners held by him, but none of the released
appear to be ecclesiastics.
Lipton's ''Shamrock" shows up well in her preliminary spins, and a lively contest for the American
cup this fall is predicted between "Columbia" and

her.

A new ocean record was made by the " Kaiser
Wilhelm derI irosse" on her last trip from Sandy Hook
to Cherbourg: live days, twenty hours, fifty-five

minutes.
The Alaskaboundary question is still an unsettled
issue, and there is some fear expressed that the Canadian police and the United States forces may yet clash
over it.
A street-car strike in London, Ont., was attended,
last Sunday, with rioting in which many persons were
injured. The streets had to be cleared by the regular
soldiery stationed there.
Many relics of Volta, the Catholic discoverer of
the pile that bears his name, were destroyed in the
conflagration which took place last Sunday in Ihe
buildings of the electrical exhibition that is being held
at Coino, Italy.
The Spanish court martial that sat on the case
did not actually acquit Admiral Cervera and the other
officers tried in connection with the destruction of the
Spanish Meet off Santiago, July .",, 1898, but postponed
judgment and released them.
Ex-King Milan, of Servia, was shot at and slightly
wounded at Belgrade last week, his assailant being a
Bosnian, Knezevie by name, who was arrested, and
who is BUpposed lo have had accomplices. Several
arrests of suspected persons followed the attack on the
ex-King.
Grand Duke George, Tsarevitch of Russia, died the
other day at the imperial residence at Abbas Tollman,
in the Caucasus, lie was a brother of the Tsar and
the heir-apparent to the throne. His malady was consumption, and by his death Grand Duke Michael
becomes Tsarevitch.
The governor of Devil's Island, who was responsible for much of the cruelties inflicted upon Captain
Dreyfus while he was a prisoner there, has been removed from ollice, and his removal is regarded as another indication that the Rennes court martial will
acquit Dreyfus.
The United States, notwithstanding the stand in
favor of arbitration its representatives at The Hague
occupy, has declined the proposal of the government of Austria-Hungary to arbitrate the claims for
damages arising from the death of Austria-Hungarian
subjects during the rioting at Hazelton, Pa., in
September, 1897.
Co-operative colonization is to lie tried on an extensive scale near Toledo, ()., on Lake Erie, where
eight thousand acres of land are to- be secured to be
devoted both to fanning and manufacturing interests.
The promoter of the scheme is Joseph A. Johnson of
the state of Washington, and he has with him a number of local people who have ample means.
General Funston, whose exploits in the Philippines
have been told in prose and verse, was made a very
Haltering offer by (ieneral Otis on condition that he
would remain in the archipelago, but the Kansan was
not tempted by it. lie immediately declared bis
preference to return home and be mustered out. No
reason was given which would convey the impression
that General Funston felt sore over t he treatment he
or the Kausaus had received.
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EditoN
ral otes.
General Otis, so the daily papers say, has secured
one thousand men for the two regiments of volunteers
which he is organizing in the Philippines. " Skeleton
regiments " he calls them, and the name is suggestive
and significant.
The impotency of Protestantism as a religious or
moral force hardly seems to call for any further proof
when an Episcopalian minister admits that New port
" society " has more power to check the divorce evil
than the combined efforts of all the Protestant
churches from Maine to the Pacific coast.
Some of our annexationists are becoming highly
amusing, but they are rather ludicrous in their inconsistency. A short while ago they were greatly indignant at the merest hint that the Pope was concerning himself about American oriental politics; and now
because a British cardinal, in a post-prandial address,
shows himself a genuine John Bull and pats the admin-

istration

on the back for its Philippine policy, they
jubilantly shout that " Rome is with us in the Fast."

According to a parliamentary return, in five dioceses
only of the English Establishment are confession

boxes found in the churches. These five are London,
Chichester, Exeter, Oxford and Southwell. At the
same time it is stated that there are scores of churches
in the other dioceses where confessions are heard at
the altar-rail. The anti-ritualist charges were such as
to lead to the belief thai the unwarranted hearing of
confessions by Church of Kngland clergymen was
more widely practiced than this return shows.
We have read letters written from Mexico by American correspondentswhose dense unacquaintance with
the subjects which Ihey presumed to treat was both
amazing and amusing ; but if we were asked to mention
the most grossly ignorant scribe of this character k nmvn
to us, we would unhesitatingly name the individual
who is writing letters from Mexico to the Jamaica
Plain News. And as if his ignorance were not imposition enough to put upon his readers, this scribe perpe-

trates

" jokes "

of such execrable character that even
be
ashamed
of them.
Punch would
Somebody, recently wrote to the New York Sun,

which has of late been calling certain Protestant
churches to account because they violate in practice
the doctrines and tenets which they profess in their
creeds, why it exempts the Catholic Church from its
criticisms, instancing Doctor /Cabin's recent withdrawal
of his book on evolution as a case which would seem
to furnish an opportunity for such criticism. In reply
Ihe Sun said that its silence in regard to the Catholic
Church was no oversight, and then added : " Whatever may be the difference of opinion as to the belief
and doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church as to
evolution or any other question, it can not be denied
that it at least stands by them in a most uncompromising way."

HP]ART

REVIEW.

young Emperor of China would in all probability
have proclaimed Christianity the creed of China

public school system possesses many good features and
accomplishes no little good. That, 100, may be adin place of Confucianism, had he not been deposed by mitted ; but still the fact is indisputable that education
the Empress Dowager, whose government is inimical which fails to educate in the true and full meaning of
to Christianity. The recent decree of the Chinese the term is, as Mrs. Davis said, more of a curse than a
government?on which we commented editorially a blessing to the person who receives it.
few weeks ago ?in favor of Catholicism probably
Eye For Bigotry.
accounts for this latest calumny of Hykes and very j A Black
It is gratifying to note that the leading Protestant
effectively contradicts it.
papers are very chary in their approvals of Doctor
Admiral Sampson may be a very accomplished naval James M. King's latest work, " Facing the Twentieth
officer, and to him may belong the lion's share of the Century." Their reviewers have learned wisdom,
credit of the destruction of Cervera's fleet off Santiago, tardily perhaps, and they frankly admit that many of
but his qualifications for the honorary degree which the statements made in this book are downright falseHarvard conferred upon him at its recent commence- hoods. Even '/.ians Herald confesses that " some of
ment were certainly not placed in evidence by his apthe quotations are not as well authenticated as they
pearance at Cambridge. Of that /.ion's Heraldß&ys
might be," which is equivalent to saying they are
forgeries. The Cougrcgutionulist says:"The fault of
" Admiral Sampson is a pitiable failure as a speechmaker. He had written out his brief address, and if
the book is not so much that it misstates facts concernlie had only read it, it would have been less humiliating the Romanists (sic), as that it does not state both
ing. Endeavoring to read enough for a starter, he
sides of the subject." While the Chicago Standard, a
floundered between the attempt, to read and to extemBaptist organ, declares that when Doctor King accuses
porise, and the. result was the most conspicuous failure we ever saw. it seemed cruel to place this good
as he practically does? the Catholic Church of comman, of such proud achievement as a naval complicity in the assassination of President Lincoln, " lie

:

?

?

mander, in such a dilemma. If an academic honor
says that which has never been proved, can never be
must he won at the great cost Admiral Sampson paid
proved, and we are confident is not true." When
for his LL.I)., it were much better never to possess it."
Doctor
King reads these and many other similar ProtPerhaps our contemporary went to Cambridge in too
estant
statements
about his book, he will be disposed
exacting a mood. Even Governor Wolcott'sutterances
to
conclude
that
the
trade of a professional prevaricafailed to please if, for it characterizeshis address as "a
is
played
tor
out
in
this country. One of the leadbrief and indifferent one," lacking intellectual grip
New
ing
York
magazines,
by the way, in deference to
and spontaneity.
the protests of its Catholic patrons, recently expressed
Facts and Figures.
regret that an advertisement of Doctor King's offenOur esteemed Methodist neighbor, /ion's Herald, resive work appeared in its June number, and announced
cently contained acontribution, to which it editorially that will
it
not reappear. To a correspondent of the
directed its readers' attention, from the pen of Doctor
Sbimlord and Times belongs the credit of inaugurating
Dorchester. In that article Doctor Dorchester, who
the movement which brought about this gratifying recontends that to immigration is largely due the great
sult. Our Philadelphia contemporary itself and oilier
Catholic growth which has taken place in this country Catholic papers
also helped very materially, but it was
during the last half of the century now closing, dethe Young Men's Instituteof Roanoke, Ya., which, by
clares that the Catholic Church here has now passed
calling the offensive character of the advertisement to
the period of its most rapid growth. Our contempothe notice of the publishers of the aforesaid magazine
rary especially commends this portion of his paper. In and
by demanding its withdrawal from their publicaits newscolumns, however,it prints figures which showtion in justice to their Catholic patrons, brought the
that live limes as many Catholics came to the United
matter to an issue, and secured from the publishers the
States last month as Protestants. Somehow or other
letter whose tenor has already been stated.
Doctor Dorchester's "facts " do not seem to agree with
our neighbor's figures.
A POST-REFORMATION PICTURE.

Where Is the Fool-Killer?
The fool-killer must be offon his annual vacation,or
else he is neglecting his business badly. Otherwise we
should before this have heard of the gleeful application
by him of his snickersee to the necks of the egregious
idiots who constitute President McKinley's insular
commission. Listen to this recommendation which
those astounding fools put into the report they made
regarding Porto Kico : " Priests and others who have
taken the vow of celibacy may be permitted to renounce said vow and enter into marriage relations,
the same as other persons ! " The names of the idiotic
trio who made Ihis recommendation should be given
all possible publicity. Here they are.: General Robert
P.Kennedy, Mayor Charles W. Watkinsand Judge 11.
G. Curtis. Imagine the broad smile of contempt that
must have come over the faces of European statesmen
when they read the report of these insular commissioners. And where, oh where, can the fool-killer be that
they still survive!

The astonishing ways in which the phrase -'obligate
ad peccatum," in the Jesuit Constitutions, has been
misinterpreted, and Doctor Littledale's perversion of
it in particular, furnish our valued contributor, Bey.
Mr. Starbuck, with material for the very interesting
article which he sends us this week. An instructive
review of the English translation of Kurth's "St.
Clotilda," by the well known Father Charles Warren
An Inadequate Reply.
Currier, may he found on pages. Some recent CathIt was not to be expected that the arraignment of
olic juvenile fiction is considered by Father Beaven on
the educational system which obtains in our public
the following page; and the baneful effects which fol.
schools made in the June North American Review by
lowed the introduction into Iceland id' the ReformaMrs. Rebecca Harding Davis, and commented upon in
tion, as related in Heir (iebhardt's recently published
the Review at the time,would pass unanswered. Mrs.
volume, are treated, together with other topics, in our
Schuyler Van Rensselaer undertakes to reply to Mrs.
editorial columns.
Davis's article in the current North American, but she
Minister Hykes, who achieved notoriety by the outdoes not write to the point. In fact, she virtually adrageously false and calumnious report regarding the mits that Mrs. Davis's strictures on the public school
Philippine clergy which he sent to the American Bible system because of ils shortcomings are folly justified.
Society from Hong-Kong some months ago, has again
Mrs. Davis's real contention," she writes, was that

The average reader of current literature hardly needs
to be told that there is a certain class of individuals
who hold that it was not until the Protestant Reformation dawned upon the world that anything like
knowledge, liberty and progress deigned to bless the
face of the earth. Before Martin Luther broke his
vows and Henry VIII. lusted for another wife, ignorance, slavery and industrial ami commercial
stagnation, according to these individuals,rested as so many
blights upon all Christendom. Once the Reformation,
however, dawned and began its operations, the conditionof the world, they tell us, was radically changed.
The lands that embraced the new religion began to
prosper. Their inhabitants emerged simultaneously
from the shackles of serfdom and the shadows of
ignorance. Industry, commerce and trade followed
the Protestant Hag, and blessed and enriched every
land that abjured its old and accepted the new faith.
That, at least, is the story which the descendants
of the reformers never weary of dinning into our ears.
It is true that their assertions have been disproves
timeand time again. But a little thing like that makes
not the slightest difference with the. professional
spinners of these stories. They go on repeating their
tales as imperturbably as if their veracity had never
been impeached. Or if they pay any heed to the
contradictions of their fables, they simply alter somewhal the form of those falsehoods and go on retailing
them. A common phase which their assertions take
nowadays is the one that alleges that Catholic coun-

tries are all retrograding, while Protestant lands are in-

variably prosperous.
our educational system does not work as well as it
A very emphatic contradiction of the general statemight and should. This may be acknowledged." Mrs. ment underlymgall these prevarications may be found
Van Rensselaer, it may be added, contends that our in the second volume a translation of which from the
?'

been heard from, and, as might be anticipated, heIsstill
in the business of dealing recklessly with the truth.
His latest announcement is to the effect that the
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original Icelandic has recently been published at
Leipsic) of Gebhardt's
Landfraedissaga Islands."
This work gives us a complete and exhaustive description of the condition of Iceland and its people, and
the present volume covers a period of the island's
history extending from the beginning of the seventeenth to the middle of the eighteenth century. According to Ilerr Gebhardt, the golden age of Iceland's
history preceded the introduction into that country
of the Reformation, and the material and spiritual
decline of the island dated from that event. The
beneficent autonomy which Catholic Iceland enjoyed
was lost when Protestantism dominated the land.
And in the wake of the new religion which Denmark
forced upon her colony ?for such Iceland became
after the Reformation ?there came upon the island
foreign monopolies,which crushed all home industries,
and severed her vital arteries.
Lest it may be said that we read this translation of
Ilerr Gebhardt's invaluable work with biased sight,
.we quote here a passage from the London Athenseum't

"

review of the work :?

" The material decline of the. island went hand-inhaud with an intellectual degradation, the like of
which was unknown before. Never had superstition
been so rampant in Iceland as it was during the
seventeenth century. As the author himself says:
In earlier times there was considerably less superstition than was to be found later, in the seventeenth
century, and the earlier superstition, moreover, was
of quite another sort.' In earlier times the authorities, hoth civil and ecclesiastical, had troubled themselves very little about old wives' tales and spells;
but when, in the seventeenth century, foreign, chiefly
German, erudition began to pour into the land, it
brought along with it an iDcredible fanaticism and a
multitude of novel superstitious ideas, and unfortunately the most learned men of the day, the theologians, were as a rule the most superstitious. The
period between 163 Sand 1690 was par excellence the
age of wizard-burning in Iceland, for it is to be noted
as a local peculiarity that here men almost exclusively were convicted and punished for this offence,
whereas elsewhere women are the principal sufferers."
Nor was Iceland the only land which suffered in
similar ways from the loss of its ancestral faith and

'

ihe imposition upon its people of a foreign belief. The
depressing pictures which Ilerr Gebhard gives us of
that island in its post-Reformation years had parallels
in other countries, in England, in Germany, and
elsewhere. In our own day the spirit which wrecked
Iceland's industries, overturned her commerce and
destroyed her autonomy, has robbed Hawaii of her
independence and meditates?though, happily, it
will not be able to carry out its designs?the introduction into our other new colonies of evils akin to
those which
Herr Gebhardt so testifies?reduced
Iceland to her greatest misery and degradation.
?

?

???

MASSACHUSETTS

MALIGNED.

Senator Chandler of New Hampshire, who is an
ardent advocate of the administration's Philippine
policy, contributes to the latest issue of the Independini
mi argument in support thereof.
The Senator has, of
course, a perfect right to his opinions in this matter.
His is equally warranted in seeking arguments to support his opinions wherever he may find them. But
his rights in these things do not give him authority
to misrepresent Massachusetts in the manner wherein
he does by the interpretation he puts upon our commonwealth's motto. After declaring that, in his
belief, there is no single asserted principle justifying
war which is applicable to all wars alike, Mr. Chandler

?

?

?

?

?.

SECTARIAN

and Presbyterian brethren ; and it would appear that
the antipathies which these sectaries are showing to
each other are, in a measure at least, shared by their
fellow religionists overon the other side of the Atlantic. It appears that the government of India, which
some time ago ordered that garrison churches, previously opened only for Protestant Episcopalian services, should be available by other denominations
under certain conditions, recently gave the local Episcopalianbishops the right of allowing or disallowing to
those denominations the use of these churches. An
Indian army chaplain, who belongs to the Estab"
lished church, commenting on this new army regulation, says it is somewhat of an improvement over the
former rules, which made the commanding officers the
judges in the cases, but the improvement is not as
large as this chaplain would wish, for, adds he

:

BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
XLVII.
We have remarked that a scientific mind, even if it
knew nothing of the Jesuit Constitutions but the section which so scandalizes Doctor Littledale, would
easily see the absolute impossibility of giving to the
phrase " obligare ad peccatum " the outrageous meaning which Littledale imputes to it. It would be confirmed in this apprehensionby the consideration that,
so far as appears, no one, Protestant or Catholic, from
1540 to 1792, had ever dreamed of so interpreting the

phrase. The Catholics, of course, could not, unless
theology had almost died out among them, since they
knew perfectly well the meaning of the formula, which
had been established in theological use, in one settled
sense, from an unknown antiquity, going far back of
Aquinas and Bonaventura. The early Protestants
could not, since, having been themselves brought up
in the communion of Rome, they also were in no
danger of misunderstanding her terminology. Indeed,
I have noted in Anglican divines as late as the latter
part of the seventeenth century a tone of speech
showing them to have still remained familiar with the
technical uses of the elder theology. Soon, however,
the wide prevalence, both in England and Germany,
of a Deism slightly varnished over with Christianity,
and deeply affecting even the Catholic world, made
the elder religious language, even of Protestantism,
and still more of Catholicism, barbarous and hardly
intelligible in the ears of those who extolled Frederick
the Great as the champion of Protestantism, and
were hardly willing to own that Voltaire himself was
not a sufficiently good Catholic. Protestantism before
long revived under the breath of Methodism and
Pietism, but can hardly be said to have recovered the
continuity of use with its own elder theology, while
the lingering oneness of religious tradition with Catholicism was completely and irreparably shattered. By
1792, therefore, everything was ready for the astonishing misinterpretation of "obligare ad peccatum."
This misinterpretation originated in Portugal, under
Pombal, at a time when I judge theology was at a lowebb there, and soon spread abroad. Of course it could
not maintain itself in the Catholic world, but it was
welcome to us. Since its birth there seems no killing

?

?

?

?
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CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM

it. Confutation after confutation leaves it still alive.
Even the crushing demonstration of its falsity given
by Doctor Edward Steitz, some forty or forty-five
years ago, and emphasized by his unrelenting hatred
of Jesuitism, has not prevented the grand-ducal gov" We fear no bishop would ever dare to refuse to alernment of Hesse
illustrious for its memories of
low a church to be so desecrated: anyhow, these rules
sanctified
from reviving it, and confirmpolygamy
are not much gain, for the whole principle was once
ing its virulent blunder by the authority of a Latin
for all sacrificedon the evil day when Bishop Cotton
professor of its own university of Giessen. This
agreed to let Presbyterians have the use from time to
time of churches consecrated for flu- sole use of the
gentleman, as Bishop yon Ketteler remarks, does not
i hurch of England. We would remind our readers
appear to understand the classical use of "obligare,"
that the fact that the Presbyterians belong to an
which in thegrand-ducal opinion seems to be conclusive
'Established church' makes no difference theologfor his competence to settle the Catholic use. Being
ically between their status and that of a Methodist,
Weslyan, or what not: all are on an equality accorda Protestant, a layman, and knowing at least so much
ing to the view of our church: equally, as organized
of the Catholic Church and the Jesuit Order as that he
bodies, outside the church."
hates them both cordially, and wishes them all posThe editor of London Truth, commenting on this, sibleill-luck, he was evidently the man for theoccasion.
pronounces it " another monumental example of secOxford and Cambridge required some hard banging
tarian bigotry and intolerance." He declares that if before Bluff Harry could punch out of them such a
there were no other argument for disestablishment, he judgment as he desired, touching his marriage. Not
would favor that on the ground that establishment so with orthodox and obedient Giessen. This stands
causes officials of the state church, like this chaplain,
on the consecrated ground where, at the very time
to assume such airs of arrogant intolerance towards when the Jesuit Rule came into being, the original
better Christians than themselves," and he adminis- Reformers, not altogether willingly, but loyally and
ters the following gentle rebuke to this representative obediently, gave up their very reputation for common
of a church
whom Labouchere, however, invests decency in order to please and keep with them a most
with a dignity which does not belong to him when he religious and libidinous prince. These sacred tradicalls him a priest
that arrogates to itself almost all tions have not yet perished from off Hessian soil.
that
the erudition
is to be found in England : " So To please the prince is still understood there to bethe
ignorant is this priest (sic) of the history even of his crowning duty of a good Christian and a good Protesown church that he apparently does not know how to tant. To sacrifice the Latin language is a small matspell the name of John Wesley, and twice over in his ter, when a sound disciple of the Reformation ought
article alludes to the followers of that great churchman always to stand ready to sacrifice his soul, if the
as WeslyanS.' " Interdenominational unity among sovereign requires it, as Bucer, that illustrious evangelour Protestant brethren appears to stand about as ical light both of England and Germany, litis lumuch chance of materialization as does a vanishing minously demonstrated. "The conscience of my
subjects is mine," said that zealous Reformer, the first
iridescent dream.
?

'

INTOLERANCE.

Because of certain recent happenings in this country
there is no large love lost between our Episcopalian

"

iidds:?

" The nearest approach to such a principle is to he
derived from the state of Massachusetts: Ensepetit
placidam sub Übertate quit tern.' Here a nohlo sentiment is enunciated by a great commonwealth.
Quietude, peace and liberty are sought by her government and people. No others are mentioned. How
are these to be obtained1 By thesword. By war. By
cruel, bloody, brutal, terrific, horrifying slaughter.
By killing everybody who opposes quiet, peace iftnl
liberty. We will have war if we have to do murder
to secure it."
New Hampshire once gave Massachusetts a great
statesman who earned the proud distinction of being
recognized as the great expounder of our national

constitution. We do not know, of course, whether Sen
ator Chandler litis any ambition to walk in Daniel
Webster's footsteps, but if this be a sample of his
exegeticid abilities, we do not believe that he stands
the ghost of a show of being accepted by Massachusetts-people as an authorized commentator of our
commonwealth's motto. There was no such meaning
as he draws from that motto in the minds of the men
who adopted it as the guiding principle of the BayState. There is no such meaning as Senator Chandler
extorts from it in the minds of Massachusetts men of
today. We believe in liberty, quietude and peace,
and we stand prepared, as stood our fathers, to fight
for those blessings if need be. But that attitude on
our part by no means commits us neither did it
commit our sires to the abominable, infamous and
unchristian principle which the New Hampshire senator enunciates when he says that " we will have peace
if we have to do murder to secure it."
That assertion is practically an affirmation of the
principle that it is lawful to commit evil for the sake
of the resultant good. People who are acquainted
with William K. Chandler's peculiar political morality
those who remember the part he played in 1876
are not, perhaps, greatly surprised at reading such a
declaration from his pen. But Massachusetts repudiates the slur he would put upon her. She disavows
the doctrine he attributes to her; and she absolutely
refuses to accept Senator Chandler as an authorized
commentator of her honored and Christian motto.
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Religous Maxims.

ChurcCalendar.

This Latin professor of
knew
interpretation
Giessen
what
was expected of
order
show
himself
a
good
subject of the
him in
to
Sunday, July 16.
evangelical grand duchy, and he furnished it to hand
Eighth Sunday after Pentecost. Epistle, Romans
accordingly.
viii., 12-17 ; gospel, St. Luke xvi., 1-9. In the gospel
Since a man of scientific mind would find it logically
of today we have the parable of the unjust steward,
and theologically and historically impossible to interwhose shrewdness in making friends for himself while
pret "obligaread peccatum" as meaning "to bind to he had the power
to do so, his employer, although he
the commissionof sin," he would next scan the reel
dismissed him from his service, commended. After
of the section to see what light he could find. He
He had related this parable, Christ added to it these
would notice that the Rule says: "Except the four words
" For the'children of this world are wiser in
fundamental vows of chastity, poverty, obedience and their generation than the
children of light. Ami 1
obedience to the Pope cin-a mistiones, these precepts
say unto you: Make to yourselves friends of the
shall not have the power of binding up unto sin, mormammon of iniquity that, when you shall fail, they
tal or venial,unless furnished with it by the superiors."
may receive you into everlasting dwellings." There
This declaration bewilders poor Littledale beyond excan hardly be a question raised but what worldlings
pression. Here we find the four fundamental vows.
whom Christ designates as children of the world
the central column of the whole Institute, placed in
show more wisdom in their way than the children of
unique eminence, as having a/irags the power "oblilight, that is, than those who call themselves Chrisgandi ad peccatum," while the inferior precepts never tians, who profess that the
sole object of their creation
have Ihis power, except as occasionally invested with
was that they might glorify God and thus stive their
it by the superiors. Now certainly the observance of
souls. Watch the creatures of the world, and see the
the Four Vows is not regarded, by Jesuits or other
wisdom they display in the pursuit of those things
Catholics, as involving a perpetual liability to the comwhich they think will bring them happiness! Note
mission of sin. Even Littledalehas not yet reached how eagerly
this one follows alter lame, how careful he
the point of confounding Loyola with Luther, lie is to avoid anything that
might in any way injure or
does not know what to do or say when it comes lo the
blemish his reputation, how he fawns upon and courts
Four Vows. However, being firmly fixed in his resothe favor of those who he thinks may aid him in
lution of rejoicing in iniquity, and never rejoicing in reaching
the goal he desires. Sec how this seeker
the truth when the truth would require him to believe
after pleasure toils and labors to get himself the enjoythat the Jesuit Rule was drawn up by sincere Chris" ment he covets!
Obstacles are as nothing in his
liaus, he mumbles something, I know not what, to
path. He litis made up his mind that he wants this
the effect that this is a way <A' patting the Four Vows
or that pleasure, and if it be possible for human effort
aside, as 100 sacred to be discussed. It is nothing of
to get it he is going Co enjoy it. It is the same with
the kind. Every monastic rule discusses freely everythe eoveter of wealth, with the votary of every other
thing concerning the order. The whole thing is as
worldly pursuit. They arc till wiser in their way than
plain as day. The precepts ate divided into two the
majority Of the children of light are. The latter
classes. The Four Vows. being fundamental and inhave a grander goal by far to attain, an incomparably
dispensable, giving solidity and coherence to the larger
and more enduring happiness to gain. Hut
whole structure, are declared lo have til ways the power how careless and negligent we are in the pursuit of it!
"obligandi ad peccatum." To neglect any one of The slightest difficulty that arises Suffices to turn our
them always involves the Jesuit in a mortal sin. They thoughts away from the calling which should be our
do nol wait for a superior lo give them this power. one work in life. We never think of putting ourselves
They have it of themselves, and have it always. The to any great trouble to gain additional graces of
other precepts, however, although imposing a general which we may
God. We
sorely in

Calvinistic Elector Palatine.

:

?

?

?

obligation of observance, do not impose a particular
obligation, in any particular juncture, of observing

any particular one. A Jesuit, therefore, who neglects
not being one of the Four
any particular precept,
time,
from a sober judgment
Vows at any particular
that it is inexpedient then and there, does not find
himself involved in sin. even venial. He is not " obligatus ad peccatum."
An inexperienced examinermight find it hard to understand how the phrase "obligare ad peccatum " has
come to mean "to bind up to anything so strictly that
the neglect to obey involves a sin." Ad, however, expresses the measure of obligation. Like a thousand
other idioms, and not least of a juridical complexion,
the history of the development is obscure, although
the result is plain. The sense of this formula, for
seven or eight hundred years.bas been well established,
and once ascertained gives luminousnessand coherency

stand

need

?

from

seldom, if ever, dream of making friends for ourselves
who will help us to gain that heaven for which we were

Sunday.
Dreamers of old sought for the fountain of perpetual
youth, ami found it not. To us, the cleft side of
Christ, issuing the stream of His Precious Blood, is
the true fountain, wherein we may renew, again and
again, the youthful vigor of our souls, and make
them worthy of the Beatific Vision in the life eternal.
O Blood for sinners shed !
(1 Lamb for sinners slain !
Since Thou for uie hast bled,
Hast died, hast ris'n again ;
Wash all my guilt away,
And make me pure within;
Cleanse Thou my soul, 1 pray.
From every taint of sin.
Monday.
There is not a tender mother in the world who has
done so much for her child as God has donefor each
of us. " I have loved you," He says, " with an eternal
love." For all these favors He demands only our
hearts. " My son, my daughter," says lie, "give
Me your heart; be faithful to Me until death, and I
will give you a crown of eternal life."
Wotildst thou inherit life with Christ on high?
Then count the cost and know
That here on earth below
Thou needsl must sutler with thy Lord and die.
We reach thai gain lo which all else is loss
Hut through the cross !
Tuesday.
How sublime is the hope which produces resignation, represses every murmur, disposes the heart to
sacrifices of every kind, and siieds over the ills of
fleeting time the balm of eternal consolation.
0 eager eves which gase alar !
0 arms w bich cusp the empty air.
Not all unmarked your sorrows tire,
Not all unpitied your despair
Smile,

:

patient lips, so proudly dumb,

When life's frail tent at last is furled.
Your glorious recompense shall come,
0 hearts that hunger through the world !

Wednesday.

Lord, as when on Thy nativity Thine
angels visited the shepherds. Let Thy glory blose
forth as bloom and foliage on the trees. Change with
Thy mighty power this visible world into that diviner
world which, as yet, we see not. Destroy what we
see that it may pass and be transformed into what

Shine forth,

we believe.

?

()

Cakuinai.

Newman.

My half-day's work is done,
And this is all my part
1 give a patient 1 iod

:

My patient heart.
And clasp His banner still
Though all the blue bedim,
These stripes, no less than -tars.
Lead after Him.

created, and which, if we lose, all is lost for us. And
therefore it was Unit Christ, Who knows the frailty of Thursday.
Nolesson is perhaps more needed, especially in this
our nature, the uustableness of our minds, the vacil- age, than quiet patience and
resolute endurance. All
lation of our will and the easy discouragement of our (iod's noblest works are slow and gradual, and only
souls, says to us: "Make unto you friends of the man is peevish and impatient for immediateresults.
mammon of iniquity, that when you shall fail they
With patience bear the lot to thee assigned,
Nor think it chance, nor murmur at the load :
may receive you into everlasting dwellings." I*t us
For know what man calls" fortune" is from (iod.
then learn something of the wisdom which the creaFriday.
tures of the world display in the shrewd, sharp manMen are drawn by example and instinctively look
ner in which they prosecute whatever business they to leaders. When a hero goes before, even cowards
fear. We can do what we believe we
enter into. Cur business as Christians is to follow follow without
do, and the presence of great example transforms
can
Christ, to glorify our father Who i.s in heaven, to save us
by inspiring confidence. The delight we feel in
our souls, so that when our pilgrimage here ends, we watching a man able for his work springs from the
may enter into unending bliss. Let us prosecute that feeling he awakens of what we ourselves might do if
business,
then, with the same wisdom that worldlings we but had the will, the courage to labor strenuously
to the previous confusion.
and to take pains.
This clear and*self-consistent explanation would be display when they give theirbest attention and efforts
Filled is the world with misery and sorrow,
obconfirmed to an unprejudiced examiner when he
to their chosen callings. Let us make friends for ourSad are our lives with bitterness and sin,
served the motives assigned for this peculiar provision, selves out of the mammon of iniquity, by giving alms
Cares for today and worries for tomorrow,
as
itself
a
however,
we shall sec by and by, is
which,
Darkness without and deeper urloom within.
to die poor, by contributing as generously as we may
But in the midst of our profound depression
development of similar provisions of elder rules. The
support
the
of Christ's Church, by having Masses
There is an Eye divine our needs to see ;
Founders declare, that while ihey wish every brother to
There is a Voice of infinite companion,
to hold himself bound to observe the whole Institute said for our own welfare or for the souls of the deSaying in accents sweet, " Come unto Me!
faithfully?so far, of course, as it i- applicable to him parted, or in other ways, so that, when bur time of
Saturday.
they wish this observance to rest "on the love of needComes, these things may aid us and promote our
The slanderer glories in nothing so much as the
than
They
on the fear ofoffence."
perfection rather
salvation and reward.
slaughter of character. He would blight the fairest
eternal
then-fore commit him to his general purpose and promBower in the garden id' innocence, demolish the
ise, but leave him free to diverge from the letterofany Monday, July 17.
loftiest temples of human purity, and place his broad
Alexis,
St.
Confessor.
precept of the second class,if heat any time judges this
stamp on the holiest servant of the living (iod.
divergence to serve the general purposeof tileInstitute Tuesday, July 18.
Blot out. 1 > Christ, each stain,
better than literal compliance. V.yon ordinary comSt. Camillus of Lollis, Confessor.
All that is vile in me ;
of
An
apsuperiorcome under ibis liberty.
mands
Nor suffer to remain
July 10.
Wednesday,
Aught that offendetfa Thee.
proved Jesuit saying is: "I have not done what you
St. Vincent of l'aul, Confessor.
commanded, but what you would have commanded
my soul to dwell
Suffer
Where all Thy loved ones hide,
had you been here." Doctor [ittiedate's dismal pic- Thursday, July 20.
And neitherdeath nor hell
St. Jerome Fmilian, Confessor.
ture of the Jesuit Rule as a universal slrait-jacket is
Shall tear me from Thy side.
can
be.
Ihe
of
the
truth
as
allow21.
July
anciii
reverse
Friday,
just
I, at last, made clean
which
we
will
Then
ing for a certain important reservation,
St. l'raxedes. Virgin.
In life, in mind, in heart,
next consider.
?

?

Andinii. Mass.

CIIAKI

X-
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Saturday, July 22.
>t. Mary Magdalen,

No cloud, no veil between,

shall see Thee as Thou art.

BoCakusnredT
t hought.
ST. CLOTILDA,

BY GODEFROI KURTH.

(Translatedby V.M. Crawford, with a preface by G. Tyrrell,
S. J., London, Duckworth & Co. New York, Benziger Bros.)
RBECTVIHYWARD.LECURRIER.
SWAREN

The third volume of the promising series of biographies, edited in French by M. Henri Joly, the
English translations of which appear under the
revision of Father Tyrrell, 8. ,L, is in no way
behind its predecessors. In the usual small and
popular form, this biography introduces us to a
most interesting and highly important period of
European history, that of the early Merovingian kings
of the Franks. The author of" The Life of St. Clotilda"
was evidently well equipped for the task he had set
before him. In his " Clovis," and in the "Poetical
History of the Merovingians," Mr. Godefroi Kurth,
who, by the way, is a professor at the University of
Liege in Belgium, has made a special study of the dawn
of French history. Piercing through the gloom which
hovers over the cradle of the first Salic princes, he has
known how to distinguish historical facts from legendary lore, handed down by an uncertain tradition, and
exaggerated by popular imagination. In the early
history of the Franks, as in that of other nations,
truth and fiction are poetically combined, and, unfortunately for the former, popularlegends, adopted by
serious historians as facts, have too frequently encroached upon its domain. The lives of saints, whose
earthly pilgrimage coincided with epochs in which
history was just emerging from the obscure realm of
fable, have, in the hands of unskilful and too credulous biographers,frequently handed down to posterity
a distorted portrait id' their subject, doing little credit
to the original. To historical investigation, aided by
the searchlight of impartial and unsparing criticism,
belongs the task of restoring the picture and rendering it faithful to the one it represents. This M. Kurth
undertook to do for St. Clotilda, nor has the spouse
of Clovis suffered in the process. Her biography,
purified from the dross of popular errors, has come
out of the crucible, to place the first queen of France
in a more resplendent light than ever before.
Whatever the enemies of God's saints may have
thought of Clotilda, viewing her In theUght of legendary tradition, they must admire her picture as it proceeds from the critical pen of her latest biographer.
Stripped of the obnoxious features stamped upon it
by the fervid imagination of a semi-barbarous people,
it places the saint before us as the model woman and
the model queen. An intimate friend of (iod in the
seclusion of her home, as wife on the banks of the
Seine, as widow on those of the Loire, her influence
laid the foundations of one of the noblest Christian
nations, and reacted immensely upon European civi-

lization.

rise upon the ruins of that once glorious monarchy, of
which the feeble hands of Romulus Augustulus held
the scepter at Ihe end.
The youth of Clotilda witnessed the rise of the
Gothic kingdom of Italy, as well as that of the
Franks, over whom reigned Childeric, the father of
Clovis, then a child. Clotilda stands thus on the border-line of two civilizations, that of Rome, which was
passing, and that of the modern world, which was
just beginning. Like a bright morning star, the harbingct of a better day, she looms up above the darkness of pagandom and heresy. At the period which
immediately preceded the conversion of Clovis, the
powers of darkness seemed to have momentarily triumphed. Not a single nation, as a nation, might
call itself Catholic; not a single ruler acknowledged
the supremacy of the Pope. The Eastern Empire,
separated by a schism from the centre of unity, was
strongly tainted with Eutychianism, while among the
other nations of Christendom, Arianism prevailed.
The rulers of the Vandals in Africa, the Ostrogoths in
Italy, the Visigoths in Spain and the Burgundians in
Gaul were all adherents of this heresy, which for centuries caused so much suffering to the Church.
Clotilda, a child of the Barbarians, whose gradual
advance had undermined the Roman empire, was a
Burgundian princess. Her nation was a tribe of the
Vandals. Their kingdom, established on the banks of
the Rhine, had been swept away by the invasion of
the Huns, and they now occupied the region watered
by the Saone and the Rhone. Chilperic, the father of
Clotilda, reigned at Lyons, while his two brothers,
Gondebald and Godegisil, who shared Burgundian
territory with him, had their capitals respectively al
Vienne and Geneva. He appears to have been a
son of (londovc or < iondicarius, Ihe first king
of the Burgundians, for there is some obscurity hovering over this early period of Burgundian history. The
first years of Clotilda herself are much obscured by
popular legends. The material for composing the life
of the saint is extremely meagre, and the biographer
is frequently thrown upon the resources, either of a
fertile imagination, or of philosophical disquisition.
Even M. Kurth has found himself under the necessity
of having recourse to conjecture, based upon more or
less probability. The sources for the early period of
St. Clotilda's life are scattered references in the works
of that learned poet of the fifth century, St. Apollinarus Sidonius, and fragments of another Christian
poet, who flourished in the sixth century, Venantitis
Fortunatus, bishop of Poitiers. The principal authority for the whole period of Clotilda's life, as well as
for that of Clovis, and his sons, is St. Gregory of
Tours. This celebrated successor of St. Martin was
born about six years before St. Clotilda ended her
earthly pilgrimage. He occupied the episcopal see in
the city where she had spent the last years of her life,
and thus lived in an atmosphere tilled with the memories of the saint. His principal work is the "History of the French " in sixteen books, and it is from
this that the most important materials for the life of
St. Clotilda are drawn. These are, in the main, reliable, but unfortunately he made a too free use of popular legends, incorporating them into his history. Fredegarus, an old chronicler whom our author frequently
cites, is still more untrustworthy in this regard. Subsequent biographers of the saint have all taken St.
Gregory of Tours as their authority, and thus we find
certain incidents in her early life which have failed to
stand the test of criticism, and which our author rejects.
These are principally the murder of her father and
mother by her uncle, Gondebald, the details of her
marriage with Clovis, and the desire of revenge on the
part of Clotilda.
The basis upon which the criticism of M. Kurth
rests is both internal and external. The internal evidence lies principally in the manifest contradiction
between the two principal legends concerning Clotilda's marriage with the Prankish king, their improbability and the resemblance they bear to other nuptial legends of the Middle Ages, which seem to denote

It is nearly two years since Catholic France united
lo celebrate the anniversary of the baptism of Clovis.
Fourteen hundred years had passed since that memorable Christmas day, when the holy archbishop of
bheims led the proud Sieainber to the regenerating
font, and as the faithful gathered in the venerable
cathedral of Kheims, to thank God for the faith given
to France in Clovis, they blessed the memory of the
sainted queen Clotilda, to whom, after God, the Franks
owed the conversion of their king.
In the introductory chapters to his " Life of Saint
Clotilda," the author devotes several pages to a considerationof the part played by women in the conversion of nations to theCospel. Clotilda, he remarks,
"heads the long line of chosen women, who at the
daw ii of the modern world were the leaders and teachers of nations."
Bertha, the great-granddaughter of Clotilda, became
instrumental in the conversion of King Ethe'bert of
Kent, and thelatter's daughter, Ethelburga, converted
her husband, Edwin of Northumbria. Theodelind
a common origin.
was the instrument in the hands of Divine Providence
The external historical evidence contradicts Ihe oftfor the conversion of the Lombards, and the Greek repeated statement of the murder of Chilperic and his
princess Theodosia, wife of the visi-Goth, Leovigild,
wife by Gondebald. We have the authority of St.
by educating in the Catholic faith Kecared, the future
A vitas, bishop of Vienne, for the fact that Gondebald
of
was
in
Spain,
effecting
kin::
instrumental
the conover the death of his brother, while the epiversion of that country. Russia, too, and Bohemia mourned
taph of Caratena, the mother of Clotilda, proves that
owe much to their Christian queens ; so that we may
she lived until olid, many years after the marriage of
conclude, with OUT author, that Christian Europe is
her (laughter.
kings.
its
than
to
its
queens
more indebted to
Inlike manner, the accurate reasoning of our author
The greatest of them all, we must admit, was Clotilda,
on
the principles afforded by the known facts of Clowhose
won
for
the
Christianity
gentle
she
Influence
tilda's life relegate lite story of her desire for revenge
eldest daughter of the Church.
When Clotildaappeared, her birth presaged the dawn to the region of fable.
Whether King Chilperic was a Catholic or an Arian
of a new day. That of the ancient world was nearly
spent, and the sun of the Roman empire was about to is a mailer of doubt, though there is strong historical
set. Two years later, the Western empire was to fall ground for believing that the Burgundians at first
under the blows of the barbarians, headed byOdoacer, professed the Catholic faith, and that (iondebald emking of the lleruli, and a new order of things was to braced Arianism. At all events, it is certain that
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Queen Caratena was a Catholic, and that she educated
in the true faith Clotilda and her sister Sedeluba, who
when she renounced the world took the

mime

of

Chrona.

Our saint was born al Lyons, her father's capital,

about the year 474. She was probably sixteen years
of age when Chilperic died. The rest of her maidenhood was spent with her mother and sister, under the
care of her uncle, Godegisil, at Geneva. It was there
that the envoy of Clovis found her, when in the name
of his master he came to ask her hand in marriage.
The belief of our author, that Clotilda, after her
father's death, repaired to Geneva, though contradicting the legendary traditions, rests upon strong
historical grounds. It is highly probable, if not
certain.
It was more than two centuriessince the Franks had
settled on the Rhine, whence they gradually extended
their conquests over Gaul. Clovis 1., or Louis, surnamed the Great, was separated only a few years from
Merovaeus, whose name was bequeathed to the whole
dynasty. He succeeded his father, Childeric, in 481,
and rendered himself master of the wholeof Gaul, with
the exception of the southern portion, which remained in the hands of the Burgundians and the

Goths.
The union of Clovis, Ihe pagan, with Clotilda the
Catholic, though contrary lo the spirit of the Church,
was, as subsequent events proved, effected by a special
design of Providence, to bring about the conversion

of the Franks. It may also be regarded as typical of
the age in which Clotilda lived. As she, in the midst of
a licentious epoch, flourished likea lily among thorns,
being brought info daily relations with pagan barbarism and its dire offspring, cruelty, rapine, and bloodshed ; thus was the Church of Jesus Christ, after the
downfall of Rome, placed in the same relation lo the
nations with which she came in contact. The influence
of Clotilda might soften the manners of the recent converts ; she could not succeed in eradicating all traces
of pagandom out of their hearts, and the great sorrows
of her life proceeded from her own children, still contaminated as they were by the pagan spirit of their
ancestors. In like manner it took the Church centuries to civilize Europe, and demolish the last vestiges
of pagandom.
With her marriage to Clovis the life-work of Clotilda
began. Unlike her husband, hers was not the career
of the storm wind, sweeping all before it; it was like
the gentle influence of Ihe morning breeze, cooling
the atmosphere after a sultry night, and dispelling
the mists before the first rays of the sun. She was
not the sudden and blinding Hash of the lightning,
but a steady flame upon the candlestick, shining constantly in the diminishing gloom of the heathen

world.
Through Clotilda, Clovis and the Franks were
brought into uninterrupted contact with Catholicity
in one of its best and purest representatives. Though
her words constantly tended to soften the heart of her
husband and bring him to the true faith, it was mainly
by the brightness of her virtues that she spread
around her Ihe beneficent influence of Christianity.
Aided by the great Saint Romigius, archbishop of
Rheims, she persevered in her efforts. At last the
moment seemed propitious. Clovis had consented to
have his eldest son baptized. The ceremony was performed, and the Sacrament administered, but, oh
In the
what a bitter trial awaited the young mother
thai
the
child
God
brightest
hopes,
her
moment of
had given her is suddenly snatched away by death
and she beholds a chasm widening between herself
and Clovis. He reproached the God of the Christians
with being the cause of his child's death. More sorely
tried than Abraham, this heroic woman bore her trial
with true Christian fortitude. Again her faith was
put to the test, when immediately after the baptism
of her second son, Chlodomir, he, too, fell ill. This
time, however, (iod did not demand the consummation
of the sacrifice, and the child recovered.
At last the day of victory dawned. Clovis himself
was in danger, a fierce battle was raging, and the tide
of victory was turned against the Franks. At that
critical moment he remembered the Cod of Clotilda;
the proud Salian prince, the first Christian king of
France, invoked Jesus Christ, as the last pagan emperor of Rome, when dying in battle, had blasphemed

!

!

;

Him.

Out- author justly recalls the victory of Constantino,
when his master-pen portrays that of Clovis. The
battle of the Milvian Bridge closed the annals of the
ancient world, and that of Clovis opens the annals of
the modern world. There was no external manifestation
of God's presence here, no miraculous interposition of
Divine Providence, no sign of the Cross in the
heavens but deep down in the heart ofClovis sounded
the words of Clotilda. The seed she had planted
produced fruit in the right season, and if God granted
the victory over the Aleinanni to Clovis, that over

;
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heathendom He gave to Clotilda. If at the Milvian life displayed in its details. The events narrated are with a prayer-book in his pocket, his beads constantly
Boys
Bridge we feel the influence of the Christian mother,at neither new nor startling, but they are pictured so in his hand and pious ejaculations on his lips.
do not want these things forced upon them ; show
the decisive victory of Clovis that of the Christian vividly that they are always replete with interest.
The general tone of the book shows that the author them the effect of practical religion and they will
wife pervades all.
With this battle Clotilda's great work was accom- has the great gift of being able to tell a story that will remember it.
It is often stated that no one can sit down with an
plished. The remaining years of married life were interest boys, and to give it, at the same time, such a
happy, but with the death of her husband began the literary finish as would satisfy the most fastidious atlas and a history, and write stories about countries
suffering years of her widowhood, which she spent taste. He seems to work on the principle, too often and peoples, of whom he knows nothing personally.
overlooked, that the best we can do is not too good Granting this to be true, we should judge that Miss
near the tomb of St. Martin. There is something infor
Taggart had spent a good part of her life among
children.
in
of
the
pathetic
image
saintly
queen,
the
tensely
Indians and frontiersmen, for the story certainly has
Washington, I). C.
whose declining years are embittered by the conduct
a natural air about it. Whether it is absolutely true
while
her
with
affecting
who,
sons,
of her own
to treat
II.
to life or not, those must judge who have experienced
respect, fill her chalice to the brim. History presents
"The Treasure of Nugget Mountain."
that kind of life ; and after all it matters little, so
few episodes more blood-curdling than that of the
this book, the second of the Jack liildreth stories, long as the tale has an air of naturalness and conmurder of the grandsons of Clotilda by one of their
but it is well worth noticing, both because sistency. The author does not pretend to give a
uncles, the savage Clothair, fellow conspirator of his is not new,
such stories by Catholic authors are comparatively lesson in geography, or describe accurately Indian
brother, Childebert.
rare, and because books of adventureare just the kind life and customs. Her object is rather to show that
The Bufferings of the holy queen of France came to
boys want. College stories are always replete the*true man, the only man worth imitating, is the
an end near the middle of the sixth century. She that
not admit same under all conditions ; that you can find uprightlived long enough to behold the final establishment of with interest, but their limited scope does
of enough thrilling incidents and adventures to satisfy ness of character beyond the bounds of civilized life,
over
she
had
not
kingdom
Gaul,
the Prankish
but
the
the cravings of a boy's taste.
as well as in the midst of civilization. The story shows
happiness to witness the final overthrow of Arianism.
In Jack liildreth we have the kind of a hero that is all this, and, therefore, has accomplished its end.
She left a memory which has always been held in the
dear to the boyish heart; young and of powerful
highest veneration by all the French, save the savages
Washington, l>. C.
build, fearless and daring in disposition, and, at the
??»
of the Revolution, for whom nothing was too holy to
same time, thoroughly upright, honest and truthful ;
escape their sacrilegious hatred.
"Christian
Education."
so strong that he could knock down an ox with a
This latest addition to the bibliography of Saint
book, which bears the additional title of"The
This
blow of his fist, and so tender-hearted that he would
Clotilda will no doubt serve to excite a fresh interest
Duties of Parents," is a translation from a Herman
any creature.
in her life. We can only regret that the author has never willingly injure
The hero of the story, who has been received as a work which was published in 1893, and it contains a
been too brief in setting forth the arguments upon
on the subject of Christian educaamong the Apache Indians, starts Bast with the series of sermons
chief
which his criticism is based, especially regarding the
the Jesuit Father William Becker
by
tion
delivered
old chief, his son Winnetou, and his daughter. While
oft-repea led tale of the murder of Chilperic by his
at St. Mary's Church, Cleveland, O. These sermons
visiting
gold
mountain,
their
treasure
to
obtain
the
brother, Gondebald. With, possibly, this exception,
necessary for their journey, the old chief and his are all very practical ones, abounding in excellent ad1 think that the " Life of St. Clotilda " will meet the
are killed bv Banter, a white adventurer. vice for, and suggestions to, parents regarding their
expectations of the reader, and prove entertaining, daughter
The murderer takes refuge with the Kiowas, a hostile duties towards the children in the matter of Christian
as well as useful.
tribe, and the rest of the story narrates the adven- education, and the proper way of complying with
Haiti mine, Md.
-?
tures of Winnetou and .lack liildreth in their efforts those obligations. How thoroughly Father Becker
covers the ground may be inferred from the fact that
to capture him. Towards the end of the story, WinTWO BOOKS FOR BOYS.
netou is killed while rescuing a band of settlers from he gives us in this work thirty-three different sermons,
filling 422 pages, on parental duties. The translator
and white train-robbers; Banter blows him"The College Boy," by Anthony Yorke, 12 mo.; Indians
self up while he is searching for the hidden treasure. dedicates this English edition of the zealous Jesuit's
85 cents.
discourses to the memory of the deceased bishops of
"The Treasure of Nug-get Mountain," by Marion This is just the barest outline of the story. The ad- the Cleveland diocese, in which jurisdiction the serBensiger ventures,the plotsand counterplots,can be appreciated
Ames Taggsrt, 12 mo. ;85 cents.
Bros., N. Y.
only by reading the book, in which they are told with mons were preached Bishops Rappe and Oilmour
IIKVIEWiI) l;v lilt BKV. AMBBOSB IIKAVAN.
such fire and animation that when a boy once opens and the book, which bears the imprimatur of Archbishop Kain, comes to us from B. Herder, 17 South
it. he will not close it till it is finished.
I.
The tone of the book is admirable. While it is Broadway, St. Louis, who announces its price as $1.25
"The College Boy."
spicy, and full of vigor, it never becomes in the net.
In "The College Boy" school libraries receive an slightest degree vulgar, but maintains, throughout, a
THE SUMMER SCHOOL.
addition that will lie welcomed with delight by the dignity and purity of diction that is really worthy of
boys. It tells of the joys and sorrows, studies and remark. In such stories the language is oftentimes
Plattsburg School Opens its Eighth Session.
amusements, of a boy during his first year at college. either so stilted as to be unnatural, and the boy The
Frank King is not precisely what we would call a hero, reader pronounces, as his verdict, that the people in
The eighth annual session of the Catholic Summer
and would doubtless feel some embarrassment if the story must have used the dictionary,?or else it School of America opened on Sunday last under anycalled upon lo sustain such a role, lie is only a boy; descends to the slangy and vulgar, and so vitiates any thing but pleasant weather conditions. A driving rain
conscientious and a little sensitive, but, withal, much incipient taste for literature that the leaders might storm pervailed, but the falling water did not dampen
the same as other boys. And that is perhaps the have.
in the least the enthusiasm of the hundreds of students
best recommendation we can give him ; for the true
The author skilfully avoids both these faults, and who had gathered for the occasion. A special train
boyish instinct developed by the proper training and tells her story in language that is pure as well as from New York City brought MOO students to Cliff
surrounded by wholesome influences is the very finest energetic. But best of all is the deep insight into Haven, with Key. M. J. Lavelle, the president of the
human nature that is displayed. Throughout the school, at their head. Other delegations came from
materialfor making heroes.
And the author never loses sight of the fact that his book, the feelings, atl'ections and passions of the Albany, Buffalo and Montreal, and several of the reghero is only a boy never allows him to develop such characters are handled with artistic accuracy, while ular students of the school, who havemissed none of its
marks of piety that boy readers will feel uncomfortthe pathos thrown into the description of Winnetou's openings yet, were present from remoter places. The
able, or to show traits of character that they will have death can hardly be surpassed.
first formal exercise of the session was the giving of
any difficulty in recogniziin:. All his actions, good
As they began the second stanza he opened his
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament in the chapel of
"
and bad, his friendships, his impressions and tendeneyes, and raised them, with a gentle, smiling look, to
St. Mary of the Lake on Sunday evening. Quite a large
the stars. ' Jack, are not these, the words of death ?
cies are portrayed in such true colors that every boy
number of the students attended this service, which
"Sobbing, I bowed my head, and they sang:?
will be able to identify them as belonging to a genuine
took place at 7.30 p. >i. Despite the inclemency o£,the
" Now the last ray disappearing,
boy.
day,
the opening of the school this year is regarded as
Still and gray falls death's dark night,
The story is substantially a simple narrative of facts
quite a success, for Sunday night saw no less than 700
soul, its summons hearing,
And
the
and events. Frank King, after careful training by a
persons quartered in the various cottages upon the
Spreads its wings to take its flight.
good mother, is sent to college. Having acquainted
grounds. Several prominent priests from New York
Mary, at this hour defending,
himself with the ways of the college by a few days'
In thy hands our prayer we lay;
City, Montreal, Ottawa, Philadelphia, Washington
Help us when our life is ending:
" loaf" he settlesdown to routine and soon establishes
and other cities were among the first guests to arrive.
a reputation by holding his own in a fight with a
Wake us to eternal day:
Governor Roosevelt has promised to visit the school
Ave Maria.'
larger boy. He makes his debut at footballand covers
before its close ; and Monsignor Martinelli and quite
himself with glory
incidentally with mud also.
" Ah the last note died away, he tried to speak, but a number of the hierarchy are expected.
could not. f brought my ear close to his lips, and in
Trips are taken to the woods on free days, and during
The lectures before the students were inaugurated
my hand I held the canteen of water I had carried
an outing he is kidnapped by tramps, but rescued the
10.30, Monday morning, when a goodly-sized
at
over my shoulder. With the last effort of his failing
next day, after much excitement. Prompted by appegathered in the spacious hall of the Adminisaudience
Jack,
Winnetou
I
believe
strength
whispered:
in the
tite and a companion's love of adventure, he makes a
tration
to listen to the well known Paulist,
Building
Saviour. Winnetou is a Christian. Good-bye.'
midnight raid on the kitchen and the two are caught
Key. Clarence K. Woodman, whose theme was " Amerithe
water on his head thrice. Winnetou,
poured
I
"
'
red-handed, devouring the good things of the college.
canisms, Good and Bad," on which he discoursed in a
I baptize thee, in the name of the Father, and of the
They are sentenced to be suspended, but the inSon, and of the Holy Ghost,' I said.
manner both interesting and instructive. The evefirmary to which they are banished, pending execuWe buried Winnetou in the spot he had chosen,
ning lecture was delivered by Very Rev. J. R. Teefy,
"
tion, catches tire during the night, and their promptwith Christian prayers, and with the honor due so
LL. D., C. S. 8., superior of St. Michael's College,
ness and courage in rescuing a sick comrade win for
great a chief. He sits on his horse with all his
Toronto, who, being well known to the Plattsburg
weapons around him, in the bosom of the Gros Ventre
them a remission of all punishment. Frank is afterschool, received a cordialwelcome. The Tuesday mornwave
on
as
grave,
scalps
of enemies
his
hills. But no
wards falsely accused of theft, and his life made
ing lecturer was Rev. M. J. Lavelle. LL. D.. the presiare usual on the grave of a chief; but a cross speaks of i dent of the school, who spoke upon " The Study of
miserable, till a little detective work by two of his
peace."
theLatin Language," dwelling particularly upon the
friends.reveals the plot against him, and the offender
great advantages which a knowledge of that tongue
too,
of
llilchapter,
arrives,
the foundation
.lack
and between baseball and
In this
is expelled. Spring
confers upon its possessor in the line of giving him a
examinations the year comes rapidly to its end, so dreth's character is revealed. It shows, without better understanding of the Church's teachings and
does the story.
preaching, without even alluding to the fact, that services and enabling him to comprehend more fully
principles must be at the bottom of all true the meaning of the many words derived from the
religious
field
of
for
topics
college stories is hardly exThe
Latin that are to be found in other languages. Father
tensive enough to admit of much originality, but manliness. The hero's Catholicity is shown just as Woodman, the Paulist, occupied the platform at the
whatever lack of originality there may be in "The clearly by these light touches, and with far greater evening lecture, the subject of which was " A Group
College Boy " is amply compensated by the vigor and effect on boy readers, than if he had been pictured of Irish Poets."
?
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him as he came bounding over the

planks.
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c How to Get a Badge and Manual.
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p lion IO tiie Ukvikw, or renews an old C
tbe c
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will receive a badge linda Manual <;
5S year,
free.
C
parents or friends subscribe <?;
5 If your
you Bend In your r
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a
and
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5-j si-,'ll
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"Quack 1" she called loudly, and
what do you think '.' Every one of those
baby ducklings scrambledand scrambled,
and into the water they went with a
splash.

"Quack! " said the mother duck

again, and all the little duckies swain
hurriedly after her and disappeared
among the rushes that grew by the edge
of the pond.
"Why ! " exclaimed Ethel, in astonishment. "They didn't wait to gobble another piece They minded their mother
JvanaAAAAA/WySfA/IAAAAAAAA^ the very first minute she called them
Very still she stood for a second,
thinking;
and then she gave her basket
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
wharf
THE BOYS AND GIRLS. to Brurto and ran quickly up the
across the street and into the house.
" Late, as usual ! " said brother Hal,
The Moon's Mistake.
as Kthel came into the dining-room and
BY KVA I.OVETT.
took her scat al the table. " It's twenty
As Tons atid Mollle watched the sky,
minutes instead of one, that you waited
One lovely morn In June,
this noon," he continued, as he glanced
They saw, among the fleecy clouds,
up at the clock.
A faintly showing moon.
" But it's the last time I'll be late!"
Wee Mollie spied the curious Ihing
said Ethel, decidedly," 'cause?'causeWith look of grave surprise,
it is ! "
A pnsSied wonder creeping up
And Ethel kept her word. She bad
Into her big, blue eyes.
learned her lesson and learned it well,
"Tommie, 1 think Ihe moon don't know
and nobody but the big white mother
It's daytime," Molly said,
duck knew who taught it to her.
believe that liitie moon
And I'm very sure that she will always
" I just
Forgot to go to l>ed ! "
keep her secret. Because, why. She
can't tell it, that's all !
Tiikiik is an old story told by somebody, tiin 1 told many years ago, that
Searsport, Me., April Hi, 1896.
each man at his birth is given all the If' ue I 'neb Jack .'
time there is, and if you will think about
This is my third letter to you. The last
it for a few minutes you will see that it time I wrote you 1 was six years old. I
is a perfectly true story, and that each
am ten now. I am very fond of reading.
ami
The books I haveread are " Little Women,"
girl
among
you,
Defenders
boy and
all, has all the time there is. It was "Little I'ludy's Cousin Grace," " Editha's
Burglar," " Willie Reilly," " Winter Evergiven to you when you were born, and
and 1 like " Willie Reilly" best.
green"
you are getting a little of it every day.
Searsport is not a very large town. \ have
Time is such acurious thing, you see. just solved a flower puzzle all right and
Each one of us can have all of it, and sent it away, t expect to get a prize. I go to
yet none of us defrauds tiny other fellow the intermediate school. I will graduate
of any part of his share by taking all of into the grammar in a term.
it. That is one queer thing about time.
Your loving niece,
Ibenk M. Sullivan.
Another queer thing is that although
il is given to each of us, yet we only get
l'ncle Jack hopes Irene is going to
ii a little at once. You, for instance, get acquainted with Molly Kliiott Seahave a minute just now. Presently it well's stories pretty soon. She will like
grows into an hour. Then, by and by, Ella Lorraine Dorsey'sand Marion Ames
you find you have bad twenty-four Taggart's, too, L'ncle Jack is sure. He
hours, a whole day. And when you see wouldn't be surprised if she enjoyed
that, the question that naturally comes Father Finn's books, though they're
to you is: " I wonder for what I spent usually spoken of as boys' books. And
that day; what did [get with it?" For now that Irene is so near being a
that is another queer thing about time. grammar girl she ought to read some
It is ours to use ?to get something with. biographies and some good poetry.
If we don't get something with it, you Docs she know that the life of theauthor
see, we might as well not have had it at of " Little Women " is as interesting as
all. For instance, suppose your father any of her stories? Uncle Jack hopes
gave you an allowance 50 cents a all his girls will read Bessie Belloc's
week. That would be $28 a year. You " Famous Nuns" and Anna T. Sadliei's
would gel it in small sums, a week's al- " Women of Catholicity." When Irene
lowance at a time. But if each 50 cents writes again l'ncle Jack hopes she will
slipped through your Angers, and you tell Our Future -Men and Women about
had nothing to show for it if you did the wild Bowers and trees and birds
not get anything with your week's al- which grow in her neighborhood. And
lowance
what would you have to show l'ncle Jack hopes she won't let another
for the whole sum tit the end of the four years go by without writing to him
year'.' Twenty-six dollars sounds like a again.
good deal for a small boy or girl. It is.
Qiicchee, Vt., April Hi, US*.
But it will be nothing if each part of it Dear Uncle Jack:?
is wasted. And so, you see that the
This is my first letter to you, so it will
best rule to make for yourself is, " I w ill not be very long. My age is ten years. I
get something today with the time I go to the public school. My teacher's
have." And the best question you can name is Miss Burgess. My studies are
ask yourself is, What did I get with arithmetic, spelling, grammar, drawing,

<

!

!"

?

?

?

?

"

the time I had yesterday '\u25a0'

"

In a Minute.

Ethel was out on the long plank n hart'
when the dinner-bell rang. She was
feeding the cunning little baby ducks
with cracker-crumbs.
" I'll go in a minute," she said to herself, as she broke another cracker into
tiny pieces. But the baby ducks were
hungry, and it was such fun to feed them
that Ethel forgot all about her dinner
and the big brass dinner-bell, just as slithad done ever so many times before.
She had only one cracker left when
Bruno came running down the wharf to

see her. The old mother duck espied

writing, geography, physiology,

singing,

10
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books she would like to tell the other
boys and girls about? "Citizen Bird"
by Wright and Couesis very interesting.
Uncle Jack knows she will like Miss
Pearson's "Among the Meadow People'"
and Wilson Flagg's " A Year Among
Trees will help her to know the woods.
Is there a public library in Mac's town.

"

Deep River, Conn., April

21,

1899.

Dear Uncle Jack:

?

I thought I would write you a letter, although I have not written in along time,
lam learning some of the names ol the
wild flowers. The parts of some of the
Mowers are the corolla, petal, calyx, sepal,
stamen, pollen dust, pistil, stigma, style,
ovary and ovules. The flowers 1 have
studied about are thecinquefoil and hepatica. I have also studied about the skunkcabbage. Il grows in swampy places, and
is known by its strong odor.
A collection of mounted botanical specimens is called a herbarium.
I go to the Union school. My studies are.
arithmetic, spelling, geography, reading,
history, physiology, writing and grammar.
I go to St. Jose]ili's Church Father Harty
is our pastor. Igo to Sunday-school every

:

Sunday.

The books I have read arc "TheTreasure
of Nugget Mountain," written by Marion
Ames Taggail ; "Abbe Constant in." Longfellow's poems, and many others.
The games we play are baseball, tug and
football. I like baseball the best. 1 re
main,
Your nephew,
Joski'h M. O'Shea.
Joseph is a good American, Uncle
Jack sees, in his choice of games. Baseball, as Uncle Jack's boys probably
know, is the distinctively American
game. Games in which balls have been
used, have been played ever since there
were any boys almost, but nothing just
like baseball is known outside the United
States. It's a line game, too. Besides
furnishing amusement, it develops a
boy's muscles. His lungs and heart
have to be in good condition or he isn't
ofuuich account on adiamond. It teaches
him other things, too. He learns something about organization and government and co-operation. Those are
mighty big words, aren't they ? There's
another thing baseball docs for a boy ;
it develops the genuine American alertness which will help Uncle Jack's boys to
understand what Uncle Jack is getting
at when he uses those dictionary words.
A baseball nine isn't worth much unless
themembersare quick to see each others'
wants and to do the right thing to help
them ; and unless they have confidence
in each other and in their captain they
needn't look for success, need they '.'
And it's much the same way in the
bigger world small boys grow into later.
'that's an oldfashioned preach, isn't it ?
Joseph needn't be frightened, however.
It's the good letters which suggest
Uncle Jack will be glad
"topreaches."
have him write again and tell Our
Future Men and Women more about
the wildllowers he knows. It's a good
thing to know how to analyze a Sower,
because that will help you to identify
any unfamiliar plants you come across
in your rambles. You can note exactly
the number of petals, the sort of leaf,
the formation of the pistils and so on,
and when you get a chance you can
look in the botany and learn the name
of your find. Uncle Jack hopes, however, that Joseph will not be satisfied
with knowing the w Ud Bowers ina botany
or a herbarium, It's much more interesting to know where they grow, Unkind of soil they prefer and the time of
year they come. If Joseph will read
some of John Burroughs books he will
understand a little 01 the charm which
the out-doors life has for many grownup men and women.

Bouncing the Baby.
f«*\u25a0T~\xi
A fond mother once asked
witty
Charles
Lamb
the
"how he liked babies?"
f '?! v\
The stuttering wit promptly
Boi
boi?
A J
responded: "
/ j III
boiled, madam ! "
/)
Fortunately for theworld, /
most men and women love \
//
babies, and the home that is
M
without one is never truly
-ftjj]
happy. The old bachelors
like Lamb are the only men who do not
care for babies, and the woman who hopes
to make her husband happy without undergoing- the ordeal of maternity, hopes in
vain. If women only knew, there is no
necessity for dreading- the pangs of motherhood. If a woman is really healthy in a
womanly way, her trial will be insignificant.
There is one great remedy that prepares a
woman for almost painless child-bearing.
It is Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It
gives strength, vigor and virility to the

mA

if*

?

tthat

special organs

/&&
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bear the burdens of motherhood.
It cures
\u2713"r3.--Jall weakness, injr*\.*flammation and

yr

\V
-2
|

ulceration.

It

banishes morning
squeamishness

and other discomforts. It insures
a healthy, bounc-

sands of once barren homes bless

this remedy for the innocent laughter
Honest medicine
of happy childhood.
dealers sell it and will not substitute some
Read what one
inferior prepaiation.

woman

says :

" I was taken sick two years ago and tried
almost everything but could get no help,"writes
Mrs. T. C. Illashfield, of Brimfield, Hampden
Co., Mass. "Your 'Favorite Prescription' did
deal of Rood. I was suffering: with
me a
fatting of the woml> and could scarcely walk,
uow I am SO much better off that I can walk finite
helped
a distance. It was your medicine that
me. You have mv best wishes aud thanks, and
may God be with you to do all the good for the
poor suffering people that you can. If I hear of
anybody sick I will recommend them to write to
you. and I will tell what you have done for me."
I.earn to keep the family healthy by

reading Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medi-

cal Adviser. Free in paper-covers, upon
21 one-cent stamps to cover mailing only, or in cloth-binding 31 stamps.
Address, Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

receipt of

There
Mr. Maguire and Miss Mallery.
were, two performances, one in the afternoon for children, and one in the evening.
We are going to form a ball team here
called the St. Gregory Altar Boys. Every
one playing is an altar boy. We arc going
to have a drawing for a silk umbrella,
and with the proceeds we are going to get
suits.
Yours sincerely,
Chaulks Kri.i.y.
What ? when ? where? who? are questions which every news item must
answer. Will Charles study over his
little account of the Sunday-school entertainment and see which one is left
out? Uncle Jack hopes the altar boys
are going to make special efforts to increase the influence of the League of
Defenders this summer. Of course they
all believe swearing to be a wicked, unmanly practice. They ought also lo
believe in doing what they can to make
the practice less common than it is.
They can do a great deal to help, if they
will. They can become good Defenders
themselves. They can watch over their
own tongues. They can say the League
prayer to themselves when they bear
others use wicked language, and they
can try to induce other boys to join the
League. Uncle Jack will be glad to hear
from Charles again and soon.
I'm i.i-; Jack.
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I Summer
tln California |
Is a cooler season than that i>( ;
the Middle and Eastern States c
Or the Atlantic Coast.

and reading.
Our pastor is Father
Droitbin.
<?
5
5
The hooks I have read are " Children's
lake your outing there 1 Iris
Hour," "Robinson Crusoe," "The Christyear. Reduced rates, wII Ii
p
mas Stocking," " Nobody's Darling," and
Dorchester, Mass., April 30, 1899.
choice of return routes and
(-\u25a0
lots of others. My only pet is a dog. His Dear Uncle Jack:
long limit Of tickets, will be
I
I
some,
thought
name is I'onto.
time
After a lapse of
made by the Santa Fe Route 5
Your loving niece,
would write you again. On the I'.ith of
at Hie time of the
E. A.
Mak B, Gabdneb.
April, which was yesterday, there was an
Angi Ics
Convention
at
Los
<
under
the
of
tbe
auspices
given
Dogs make line pets, l'ncle Jack operetta
in J ill v.
er
thinks,
l'ncle Jack hopes Mac will see churob. it was directed by John Walsh p
author. About Khi children from St.
\u25a0Ome of l.andseer's picttires of (logs, one the
Gregory's Sunday-school were In the
of these days. Then she'll understand operetta. The most notable features were
Qen'l New Eng. Agt.
in what high regard this friend of man is Ralph Lyons as "The Pixie Policeman,"
Urtiisun,
Topt-ka k Santa I'd Hallway,
about
Tic
held. Will Mac tell Uncle Jack
and Joseph Hickey as " Willie the Dude,"
S
8H Washington St., Boston, Mass.
the birds and trees and wildflowers she also Arthur Crowley as " Ebony Face." ?
knows? Has sheread some "out-doors" Violin and piano selections were given by
?
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OBJECT OF THE ASSOCIATION.

To promote the evangelizing of non-Catholic peopies by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.

.

??

?

CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.

To recite for the above intention, formed once
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morning or evening prayers, adding the following invocation St. Francis Xavier, frray for us. 2. To give,
in alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly
or sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made
thtough the regular organization of the Association.
1.

:

'

-
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In each community
consisting
band
of ten or

Bands are formed, each
more persons. The Promoter or Head of a band collects the offerings of its
members and turns them over to the Parochial or
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
a
P
tner tne Association.

1 It. f

°"

ANNALS.

mea S

"

property.

SPECIAI FEASTS
The Association has selected as times of special
prayer and thanksgiving: 1. The feast of the Find-

;

ing of the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary
of its foundation, in .822 2. The feast of St. Francis
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Association.
On these two days the Association has a Mass celebrated in every parish in which the work is regularly

'

SPIRITVAh r AVORS.

Several thousand Masses are offered up every
year by the missionaries, for the intention of the Hving and the deceased members of the Association. 2.
Summary of the Indulgences which may be gained by
all the Associates. I. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May 3 ;
2. On the feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3 ; 3. tin
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin,
March 25; 4. On the feast of the Assumption, Aug.
15; 5. On any day within the octaves of the above
feasts ; 6. On the feast of the Epiphany, Jan. 6 7.
On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 29; 8. On ail
feasts of the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two
days chosen by the Associates ; 10. Once a year, on
the day of the general commemoration of all the deceased members of tne Association ; 11. Once a year,
1.

;

..

;

Archbishop.

Letters from the missionaries of the Association
are collected and published every other month in the
Annals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every
collector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or
.he, is expected to pass it around to the other members in succession, after which it becomes his or her

organized

on the day of social commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Band to which he
belongs ; 12. On the day of one's admittance to the
Association; 13. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
least in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus 14. The
favor of the Privileged Attar for every Mass said in
the name of an Associate for a deceased member,
Children who are members of the Association, but
have not made their First Communion, may gain the
above Indulgences by performing some pious work
appointed by their confessor.
II. Partial Indulgences. 1. Seven years and seven
quarantines every time An Associate performs, in aid
of the Society, any work of devotion or charity; 2.
d
time an Associate assists at the
Triduum on the 3rd o£ Ma and J d of December 3
IOO d s e
time an Associate recite!! Our Father
together with the invocation of St.
and Hail M
Francis Xavier
A11 these indulgence.,both plenary and partial,
are applicable to the souls in Purgatory an* all have
been approved of by his Grace, the Most Reverend

,. Those who

.

..

EXTRAORDINARY ASSOCIATES.

contribute $6.00 a year, thereby acquiring the right to receive for their own exclusive use
a copy of the Annals. 2. All who contribute a sum
0f money not less than $40.00 for the purpose of establishing a permanent fund, thus becoming members
{ n perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual
favors and indulgencesperpetually,provided that they
obs erve the other condi »° ns prescribed to the Assocl, ff* ,\u25a0
, ,
of every age and of both sexes are ad<-.»' h hcs
t
em
mp ! d all re earn «' 1>' ?*? There
? is certainly a
|om
ed
Association.
fhe T
e
hlch ac ates f?^}?*?°,. fof. 3 Ifton the
"»
'
denominations
contribute mare than ten mzlhon
dollars a year lor the propagation of their beliefs.
We have the true faith, and we daily pray Thy kingdora come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingdom among heathen peoples? Our missioners, heroic
men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
could effect, had they the means ; from whom must
these means come ? In due proportion from us; in
that proportion there rests upon us through the prnvidence of AlmightyGod, responsibility for the Church's
more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
mission to teach all nations. Whatever we give for
this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
good measure and pressed down and shaken together
and runningover shall they give into your bosom."
(Luke vi. 38,)
ForPromoter's blanks, tracts, or information about
the Association, apply.to the Diocesan Director.

,
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&3P? Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branches of the Association are respectfully requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other
items of interest for the Associates to the Diocesan Director for publication in the
REVIEW. If the, nimes of deceased Promoters are forwarded they will be printed, so
tnac lo-ecr boius may nave the benefit of the prayers of all the members.
NOTICE. Promoters and other persons
whose names are printed in these columns
are apt lo get begging letters in behalf of
various objects, from parties outside of the
Archdiocese. Prudence suggests that no
notice be taken of these appeals, unless they
havereceived the usnal diocesan approbation.
NEWS

FROM

By the late Father Joseph Rettori,
Mill Hill Missionary Society.

THE BRANCHES.

St. Peter's, Cambridge.
Pastor, Rev. John Flatley.

July Returns,

847.00

Most Holy Redeemer, East Boston.
Pastor, Rev. Lawrence McCarthy, P. R.

Number of Promoters,NO; of members, 800; organized April, 1899.
Parochial Director, Rev. P. J. Foley.
July Returns,

$28 :!">

St. Teresa's, West Roxbury.
Rev. /'. F. Iloyle.

Number of Promoters,26 ; of members, 260; organized October, 1898.
July Bet urns,

§7. 90
h', oxbury.
SJostep.R

Pastor, Rev. Hugh P. Smyth, P. R.

of the

11.
lIINIU

Number of Promoters, 70; of
members, 70b ; organized December,
1S98. Parochiari)irector, Rev. L.
J. Glynn.

Pastor,

SOME CHAPTERS FROM
"RECOLLECTIONS OF SOUTHERN
INDIA."

WOBSHIP.

Heathen temples are very numerous in India. One hardly sees a
village, however small, in which
there is not a pagoda and shrines to
the various divinities. Some of the
pagodas have a majestic appearance.
The form and style of the larger
temples, both ancient and modern,
is always the same ; and their architecture exhibits a more faithful
model of the manner of building
used by the civilized nations than
that of the Egyptians and Grecians.
I shall spare you a description of
them. The gate or entrance of their
great pagodas is cut through a large
pyramid ; beyond it there is commonly a large court, at the end of

Number of Promoters, 115; of
members, 1,150; organized Febru- which another gate appears, cut like

ary, 1899. Parochial Director, l\ev. the former through a second pyraT. J. Fahey.
mid, but not so lofty as the first.
July Returns,
si". On This being passed through, we find
Notre Dame des Victoires.
t'axtor. Rev. O. Renawlier, 8. M

Number of Promoters, 116; of
members, l,5(j0 ; organizedJanuary,
1899. Parochial Director, Kev. II.
de La Chapelle, S. M.
July

Returns,

f.73.26

St. Augustine's, South Boston.
Pastor, Rev. D. O'Callaghan, D: li.

Number of Promoters, 145; of
members, 1,670 jorganized January,
1899. Parochial Director, Rev. M.
C. Gilbride.
July Returns,

1162.50

another court, at the end of which
is the temple for the residence of
the idol. Opposite the entrance of
the temple proper there is placed,
on a large pedestal, supported by
four pillars, and open on every side,
a grotesque figure, representing a
cow or bull, lying flat. Sometimes
it represents the Lingam, or else
Ilanuman (the monkey god), or the
serpent (cobra di oapello), or some
other object of their idolatry. The
divinity situated in this niche is the

first object to which the votaries
present homage by making the sashtangain or prostration of the eight
members. After this they are allowed to enter into the interior of i
the temple. The niches, as well as
the walls of the pyramids, are ornamented with figures bearing allusion to their fables, and of the most
monstrous obscenities. That part
which is the receptacle of the idol is
generally constructed with a dome.
The whole building is low and dark,
the use of windows not being known
in India.
It will be difficult to imagine anything more hideous than the appearance of the divinities. They
are generally represented in frightful or ridiculous attitudes, and the
oil or melted butter with which they
are perpetually daubed renders them
even more disgusting. If we add to
this the horrid tilth, the infectious
effluvia arising from the smell of
decayed flowers, burning lamps, libations of oil and butter, together
with the rank perspiration of a multitude squeezed together in such a
place, we may form an idea of the
stench which is exhaled from the
deities' shrines of India.
The Hindu priests offer up sacrifice twice every day, consisting of
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on hams, bacon, lard, beef extract,
butterine, means purity in product,
cleanliness in manufacture, care in
handling, U. S. Government inspection, and guaranteed by an
annual business of over one hundred and fifty millions of dollars.

Swift and Company, Chicago

*

Though there are many who have
recourse to this method of torture
in order to purify their souls and
acquire a name, the majority adopt
other means more easy and painless.

Bathing in the Ganges, Indus,
Krishna, and some other sacred
rivers, or sacred tanks, near some
temple, is sufficient to cleanse the
body and soul from all defilement
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Thinking upon
Vishnu is not less efficacious, as
also a pilgrimage to certain temples,
or giving alms to the Brahmins,and,
above all, the drinking of the PanThis word literally
chakaryam.
signifies the five things, which are
so many substances that proceed
from the cow, namely?milk, butter,
curd, dung and the tirtham ( which
literary means holy water) all mixed
together. Tirtham is the most efficacious of all for purifying all imaginable uncleanness. I must apologize
for referring to these disgusting pracfruits, betel, butter, milk, incense, tices; but it is from these things that
and other articles of a similar charwe come to realize to what an extent
acter. They always begin the cereof degradationpaganism has reduced
mony by washing the idol. The
the creatures of God Almighty, the
water used,called tirtham, is brought
extravagantaberrationsto which man
by the priest with great pomp, at- is exposed when he has not divine
tended by music and dancing girls. revelation for his guide.
It is generally before the temple, or
( To be continued).
on the occasion of a festival, that the
fanatic devotees of India give proof
University of Notre Dame,
of their zeal by practising those
Notre Dame, Indiana.
frightful self-tortures of which my
We call the attention of our readers to
readers may have heard. They have the advertisement of Notre Dame Univerone of the great educational instituread how, inspired with the demon sity,
tions of the West, which appears in another
this paper. Those of our readers
column
of barbarous fanaticism, they would who mayofhave
occasion to look up a college
throw themselves beneath the car on for their sons during the coming year
would do well to correspond with the
which the idols are drawn, and be President, who will send them a catalogue
of charge, as well as all particulars revoluntarily crushed under the free
garding terms, courses of studies, etc.
There is a thorough .preparatory school iv
wheels. Though this horrible pracconnection with the University, in which
tice is now prohibited by the govern- students of all grades will have every opportunity of preparing themselves for
ment authorities, there are still vahigher studies. The Commercial Course
for young men preparing for busirious ways of inflicting bodily tor- intended
ness may be finished in one or two years
ments still in use. I shall mention according to the ability of the student. St.
Edward's Hall, for boys under thirteen, is
one which takes place at the many an unique department of the institution.
higher courses are thorough in every
templesof the cruel goddess Marima. The
respect and students will rind every opportunity
of perfecting themselves in any line
Those who have vowed to undergo
of work they may choose to select. Thorthis ordeal place themselves under oughness in class-work, exactness in the
of students, and devotion to the best
a sort of gibbet, from which a rope, cure
interests of all, are the distinguishing
characteristics
of Notre Dame University.
with an iron hook attached, is let
Fifty-rive years of active work in the
down. The hook is fixed into the cause of education have made this instituall over the country.
flesh of the middle of the back of the tion famous
votary, andhe is then hoisted up to the
Deafness Can Not Be Cured
top of the gibbet. The wretch, thus hy local applications, as they can not reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
suspended by the muscles of the back, only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
constitutional remedies. Deafness is
swings in the air for some minutes in by
an inflamed condition of the
caused bylining
mucous
Eustachian Tube.
the midst of the louddin of music and When this tube ofgetsthe
inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
shouting of the excited mob, and is when it is entirely closed Deafness is the reami unless the inflammation can be
then let down and dismissed in tri- sult,
taken out ami this tube restored to its norumph.

j>
£

and corruption.

mal condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever; nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
can not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free.
F. J, CHKNEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Druggists, 7ftc.
*ia~Soldby

[ S WHfcHE ALL* LSE fVffb
I*4 Kent UUHI
('ougn Syrup. Tastes Good
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Temperance.
TEMPERANCE

SPEECHES.

There are men now at work who
have studied the liquor problem as
profoundly and as critically as the
great scientific doctor studies the
causes and remedies of diseases.
When these men speak they are listened to. They have no lack for an
audience, and their hearers go home
with some new ideas.'

From the American Friend we
take the following article, which,
though addressed primarily to temperance workers in the Society of
"
'
Friends, contains, nevertheless, much
that Catholic total abstainers can
FRUIT VS. ALCOHOL.
take to themselves, study and profit
A writer in a European temperby. The vague and hazy generalities
of the average temperance speech, ance journal calls attention to the
referred to by our esteemed con- value of fruit as an antidote to the
temporary, are as well known to craving for liquor. lie says : "In
members of the C. T. A. U. as to Germany, a nation greatly in adthose of any other organization. vance of other countries in matters
Temperancetalk is very often slight- relating to hygiene, alcoholic disease
ingly referred to as " always the has been successfully coped with by
same old thing." Now to us Caththe adoption of pure diet and natuolics the spiritual side of the ques- ral curative agencies. I have said
tion must of course necessarily be that the use of fresh fruit is an antialways the most important. The dote for the drink crave, and this is
ruin wrought in the souls of men by true. I have met men who have
intemperance must always be in- told me that fruit has often taken
sisted upon. But this need not pre- away the craving for drink. It may
clude a study of the liquor problem be asked, how can fruit and pure
in its scientific and economic aspects, diet do all this ? The explanation
is simple. Fruit may be called naas advocated in this extract:
It is always difficult to keep re- ture's medicine. Kvery apple, every
"
orange, every plum, and every grape
form movements up to date.
This is very apparent in the general is a bottle of medicine. An orange
run of temperance speeches and ad- is three parts water, distilled in
dresses. They are cut on the old nature's laboratory,? but this water
pattern. The speakers go to work is rich in peculiar fruit acids memuch as Charles Dudley Warner did dicinally balanced, which are speciwhen he tried to kill the bear,
' he ally cooling to the thirst of the
aimed at him all over,' and -fired at drunkard, and soothing to the dishim in general.' We get a sad pic- eased state of his stomach. An
ture of drunkenness, a harrowing apple or an orange eaten when the
tale of some particular drunkard, a desire for liquor arises would generfunny story to relieve the strain, a ally take away that desire, and every
few statistics, a burst of moral in- victory would make less strongeach
dignation against brewers and rum- recurring temptation. The function
sellers, some poetical figures about of fresh fruits and succulent vegethe ' upas tree,' or the ' devouring tables is not so much to provide
minotaur who threatens our chil- solid nourishment as to supply the
dren, and an appeal to vote as we needful acids and salines for the
pray, and to be faithful in fighting purification of the blood. Once get
this devastating evil that threatens the blood pure, every time its pure
our fair land. Now this is all very nutrient stream bathes the several
well as far as it goes, but the gen- tissues of the body it will bring away
eral public has grown tired of it. some impurity, and leave behind an
"The time has come to study the atom of healthy tissue, until, in time,
liquor problem, to study it critically, the drunkard shall stand up purified
scientifically, and to deal with it in his right mind."
with modern weapons. Our temperTEMPERANCE NOTES.
ance speakers ought to be thoroughly
familiar with all temperance legisThk fourth annual field-day of the
lation the world over. They ought
Ilerkshire Father Mathew societies
to know the latest conclusions of
was observed on July I, in Adams,
the men who study social economics. Mass.
They ought to know, not imagine,
Ax excursion to Bass Point was
what place the saloon fills in politics,
held
last Saturday by the Catholic
in the slums and in the higher circles
Total
Abstinence Union of the archof society. They ought to know
of Boston.
diocese
what effect the different laws to
regulate or prohibit the traffic have
We learn from London that the
had upon the traffic itself, and upon lioyal Licensing Commission'sreport
the condition of society where the recommends, for that city, a greatrelaw is in effect. The moral talk to
duction in the number of houses listimulate public sentiment, the at- censedfor the sale of liquors as of the
tempt to aim at the giant all over, first importance.
and the humorous and pathetic
The "drunkard's cloak " was the
descriptions have their place, but
punishment
meted out by magisthey can never get beyond a certain
point; they fail to produce practical trates at one time in England to
persons who indulged too freely in
results.
" The question is a larger one intoxicants. A man convicted of
than we used to realize, and the evil drunkenness had to parade the
is so thoroughly entrenched that it streets for as long a time as the
magistrate thought fit to order, with
must be treated with all the intelligence which can be commanded. a tub slipped over his other attire.
?

?

?

The tub was worn bottom upwards,
and as it had holes in it through
which the guilty tippler had to thrust
his head and arms, his personal appearance was not at all improved.

An entertainment will be given in
Boston College Music Hall on Mon-

n

mi
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i
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day evening, July 17, under the
auspices of St. Valentine's T. A.
and B. Society of the Immaculate
Conception Church.
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Under the sun.

There's delight In the s
I Root beer\u25a0
there's health in s
\u25a0 flavor,
of HIRES Knot\\u25a0iicer.
u25a0 the purity
M
=-M
the great temper- s=

\u25a0mice drink. When the dayss
hot there is no drink so
His
the vl- I
Bsatisfylnn;

when
I Y>"*\
islowno drink Is so
I Rnttlaa Htality
\u25a0 beneficial; when you are
\u25a0ananrr-TaassHovi-i- heated no drink is

Students of the Wesleyan University, Middletown, Ct., in consid-

==
=

\u25a0?hires I

eration of receiving aid in payment
of part or all of the charge for tuition in 18!)9 and 1!)01) promise "not
to visit a saloon nor to indulge in
the use of intoxicating liquors."
The St. James Y. M. C. T. A.
Society held a large meeting in its
rooms, IS Kneeland street, this city,
on Monday evening, July 8. New officers were installed, and a very
pleasing entertainment was given. A
large number of visitors was present.
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Rootbeer
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A temperance drink for everybody.
Make It yourself at home. A paekajre of s
Extract makes five gallons. Hires Unfit- I
heer, I'llrbonnted ready for drinklnc. Suldg
everywhere by

ttie

bottle and case.

Write to S

nil-: CHARLES E. HIRES COMPANY. |
Philadelphia, and ask bow a boy can make s
from 40 cents to J4.6U per day.
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The consecration in the cathedral of Mullingar of the Kight Key.
Monsignor Gaffney as bishop of the
cadetship, from the 9th Congres- historic diocese of Meath, in succession to the late Bishop Nulty, was
sional district, was formerly a memmost important religious
ber of the St. Francis dc Sales' one of the
events
of
recent
occurrence in IreCadets, Charlestown; Mass., and is,
Logue officiated,
Cardinal
land.
at the present time, identified with
edifice, wherein, with
and
the
sacred
St. Catherine's Total Abstinence
the imposing and impressive cereSociety.
monies of the Church, the venerable
Thk regular monthly meeting of primate of all Ireland, and successor
the Hibernian Total Abstinence Asto St. Patrick in the see of Armagh,
sociation will be held in Naomi Hall, consecrated the new bishop, was
724 Washington street, this city, on crowded to the doors. From all over
Sunday, July 16, at "2.80 i\ u. Sev- the country Church dignitaries had
eral candidates will be initiated, and come to be present at the consecraimportant reports as to the progress tion and to rejoice with the priests
of the temperance idea in the and people of the diocese on the
A. O. 11. will be submitted by happy occasion. An eloquent sercommittees.
mon was preached by the Key.
Kobert
Kane, S. J. Shortly after
Doctob Daniel Bbowkb of Chiof the ceremonies of
the
conclusion
cago, in addressing the recent meetseveral
consecration
addresses were
ing of the American Medical Assoin the Lecture Hall to
presented
ciation at Columbus, 0., on The
to Bishop GaffMedical Aspects of Crime," asserted Cardinal Logue and
the hall, were
entering
on
who,
ney,
that crime in increasing in the
applause
enthusiastic
United States in a much greater received with
assembly
of the
by
the crowded
ratio than the population, and that
of
these
adIn
answer
to
one
alcohol directly or indirectly caused laity.
praised
dresses
the
Logue
Cardinal
seventy-five per cent, of all crimes
of Mullingar for possessing
people
committed.
piety and patriotism, but warned
Thk awful temptation of drink them against believing that the time
does not assail only the ignorant and for the display of their virtues was
base. The splendor of conquest did past.
not save Alexander the Great; the
"If you believe that all the permost splendid genius did not save secution and suffering that Irish
Kobert Burns; the most refined and Catholics have to undergo is at an
beautiful natural character did not end you are mistaken," said the
save Charles Lamb or Hartley ColeCardinal. You are suffering at the
ridge ; patriotism and eloquence did present day, though you don't know
not save Walpole or Bolingbroke. it, and if you want proof I will find
Drink shortened the valuable life of you proof. Take up Thorn's DiMarlborough; it clouded the brilliant rectory. Kead over the names of
intellectof Carteret. Charles Stuart, those appointed to various public
of whom it was sung, Wha wadna offices in Ireland and the names of
dee for thee, Bonnie Prince Charlie?" Catholics there are even fewer than
had better have died among the car- the ripe grapes of a well gleaned
nage of Culloden than have lived to vintage. Take not only the offices
become a besotted old man at Koine. that became vacant in the course of
AUI'IIDKAI (IN FAIiKAI:.
nature, that are rendered vacant by
the hand of death, but also those
Miss Anna L. (iooimow and Miss Agnes that have been made vacant by the
L. Tracy have removed their excellent
School for Hoys to 140 Marlhoroiigli street, retirement of people who have for a
Boston, and will reopen for their third yen r
long time served in public offices,
on Thursday, Sept. '28, 1890.

Mit. Jamks Joseph Mkadk, recently appointed to a West Point

"

"

"
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ust urselves.

and every one of those vacancies as
Among
soon as it opens is filled by a Protby
Conducted
Aunt Bride.
estant. Sometimes it is an Englishman, sometimes a Scotchman, but
The members of the Domestic
it is always a Protestant that is Circle have developed an interestshoved into it. Well, now, that is ing habit of clipping from the newspersecution."
papers any little items which seem
Having referred to the gross in- likely to be helpful to the club in
justice from which the Catholics of any way. These cuttings are given
Ireland suffer in being deprived of to the Princess of the teacups, who
University education, the speaker reads aloud before she pours the
proceeded :
tea, and thediscussion begins. SomeI believe that the remedy does times it happens that they talk
not lie with the bishops, nor does so long over the newspaper items
the remedy lie with the priests. The there's no time left for threshing
remedy lies with the people of Ire- out the regular subject. Fortunately,
land. Let them band themselves however, the mothers and housetogether, claiming the equal rights keepers who meet around the Prinwhich are due to them as subjects cess's tea-table don't mind a little
of the queen. Their voices must be thing like that. They know they'll
heard, and if we fail to make our- never be able to solve all the probselves heard at the present day it is lems, so leaving one over until next
The time doesn't worry them. The club
very much our own fault.
country is broken into factions. meets for mutual help and pleasure.
There must be an end to these fac- Its object, so far as it has thought
tions. We must speak with one out one, is to interest the members
voice if we are to be heard. And I in things of special interest to
have a theory of my own?very few mothers and housewives and to make
agree with me ; but it is my convicthem think about things and torm
tion still, and this University ques- real opinions about them. If the
tion is forcing it upon me every day newspaper clippings inspire them
?the more hopeless the settlement to talk sensibly and helpfully,
of the University question becomes, nobody minds if the afternoon is
the stronger the conviction grows in spent in discussing strictness versus
my mind that we must drop these over-indulgence instead of the topic,
particular questions, and go on of the day, "home entertaining in
straight lor the control of our own hot weather."
affairs here in Ireland. I think that
When Aunt Bride dropped in the
is the way to meet them. You have other day, the Princess was reading
got a little of it now in the County an account of a young girl who took
Councils, and as far as they are con- some money out of her mother's
cerned they will put an end to this pocket-book and ran away to the
ostracism of Catholics, which has nearest large city.
She wanted to
been going on since I remember. have a good time. And really her
They will do justice, I am sure ; and idea of a good time was innocent
indeed I would be very sorry to ad- enough, after all. She wanted a
vise them not to be just to every
boat-ride and some candy, chiefly.
creed and to every school of politics.
What a heart-breaking thing it
"But,still.they will take care that is," sighed the Princess.
I wish I
Catholics are not ostracized from all could get hold of that child, for
those selections connected with the
that's all she is, and give her a taste
county administration which before of a wholesome good time, and then
were all in the hands of Protestants.
send her home with some notions
We want no ascendency, neither of loyalty and duty to the home
Catholic ascendency nor Protestant circle."
ascendency. At the same time, if
I like your theories,Princess, imyou did full justice to every subject mensely," said the schoolma'am,
of the crown in Ireland you would laughingly,
but unfortunately, I
give Catholics a fair share of what know the sort of mother that girl has.
was going. I would be very sorry
She makes half my most knotty probthat those who differ from us in
lems for me. While she would probpolitics should be excluded from ably never admit that she had any
situations for which they were well extraordinary faults herself, she
qualified, but we would have our seems to believe her children to be
share. I think that, until the day possessed of all the evil spirits. Got
when Ireland holds her own des- them from the other side of the
tinies in her hands, so far as the
family, of course. She is always
national administration is concerned
suspecting them of the most outwe will not have the Catholic Uni- rageous things. Fifteen minutes is
versity question or any other ques- the limit of the time they're allowed
tion satisfactorily settled."
to get home from church or school.
Bishop Gaffney in his speech
If they're a minute or two late she
showed himself no less alive to the
pounces on them with -Now you
condition of things in Ireland than tell me this instant where you
Cardinal Logue; and there is still
Just you let
hope for the old land when its hier- loitered on the way. to steal
one
me
stopping
catch you
archy urges the people to unite for
I'll
and
apples
and
the assertion
obtention of their of old man Jones's
as
rights.
Likely
for
it.'
make you smart
of
such
any
thought
not they never
Ik we could read the secret hisof mischief until their mother
tory of our enemies, we should find piece
in each man's life, sorrow and suf- suggested it. It's the same way
fering enough to disarm all hostility. with the older girls. They're unLongfellow.
avoidably delayed in getting home
?

"

"

"

"
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some night, and their mother sus-

number of criminals, or strangers

pects them of the most outrageous

will help them to pull themselves
together and get a new start in life.

She cross-questions and
accuses. They have never tinnight
of doing such things, but mother
has suggested to them that girls
sometimes do them, and that they
might have been guilty. The suggestion takes root in their mind
and sometimes grows into a deed.
Their mother wouldn't believe it,
of course, if she were told she was
the one to blame, but she is in a
great many cases. Tommy sighs
for some jam on the bread and butler
he has for his after-school lunch,
and his mother says : Just let me
catch you trying to get any of that
jam. Bread and butter is plenty
good enough for you !' If they shout
and laugh and make a racket as
children must, if they're the best
kind of youngsters, she suppresses
them at once. If the other children
are going to a party or to the circus
she won't hear of such a thing as
letting hers so much as ask permission to go. Don't you dare ask
such a thing,' she says flatly. If she
had lived in Puritan days she would
have said such amusements were
sinful and she would have made the
children learn verses and prayers
until they hated the notion of religion. Poor thing, she never learned
how to have a good time herself and
she can't understand the children's
craving for amusement. If she feeds
and clothes them, sends them to
school and church regularly, she
feels that she has done her whole
duty. By and by, when they run
away from home and plunge into
all sons of hideous dissipation, she
will hold up her hands and say
the Lord knows she did her duty by
them it's none of her fault. And
later, when the poor moths have
singed their wings and are repentant
and sick, she will turn her back on
them and have nothing to do with

conduct.

'

'

?

them.

They will either swell the

How I do detest that type of
mother ! "
The schoolma'am stopped quite
out of breath, and another member
remarked : I've often wondered
which is worse for children, overindulgence or over-strictness. Overindulged children are terrors when
they're small, but usually they have
some pleasant memories of loving
parents, while those brought up in
a home where over-strictness is the
rule almost invariably hate home
and parents and turn out badly.
Both methods are bad, I suppose.
It's the happy mean that's best. To
know where to draw the line is the
height of wisdom. Children and
grown-ups both need recreation and
amusement. The great thing is to
know how to get it in a wholesome
way. We're terribly « unpicnicy '

"

folks, anyhow. We imagine
can't enjoy ourselves unless
spend a lot of money."

we
we
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TENDERNESS.
Not unto every heart is (lod's good gift
Of simple tenderness ill lowed. We
meet

With love in many fashions when we lift,
First to our lips life's waters, bittersweet.
Love comes upon us with resistless power
Of curbless passion and with headstrong will.

It plays around like April's breeze and
shower
Or calmly flows, a rapid Stream, and
still
Il comes with lilessedness unto the heart
That welcomes if, aright, or bitter
fate
It. wrings the bosom with so tierce a smart
That love, we cry, is crueler than hate.
And then, ah, me! when love lias ceased
to bless,
Our broken hearts cry out for tenderness.
?

?

We long for tenderness like that which
hung
About us lying on our mother's breast
A selfish feeling that no pen or tongue
Can praise aright, since silence sings
?

it best;
A love as far removed fiom passion's beat
As from the chilliness of dying lire;
A love to lean on when tbe failing feet
Uegiu to totter and tbe eyes lo tire.
In youth's bright heyday hottest love we
seek,
The reddest rose we grasp: but, when
it dies,
God grant that later blossoms, violets
meek,
May spring for us beneath life's autumn
skies;
Cod grant some loving one be near to bless
Our weary way with simple tenderness!

AN UNRULY LEGACY.
BYESWAGGAMAN.
ATHER.

( Conclusion.)

Hercules, thus relieved of his burden,

trotted off to the stable, while the Colonel

carried Prue up the long flight of stairs
to her own room. He laid her tenderly

down upon the white counterpaned bed,
and then he sent Mrs. Clash to undress
her while he descended to the kitchen to
brew a hot drink with his own hands.
Mrs. Clash ministered to Prue with
voluble sympathy, for the good woman
was really alarmed to find her charge in
such a state, and though she asked a
thousand questions she did not wait for
an answer, but bustled about, like a distracted mother hen, until her medical
skill was exhausted. Then when Prue
was tucked snugly into bed and the steaming drink had been administered she left
her alone for a moment to go confer with
the Colonel.
Prue cuddled under the warm blankets
and buried her head In the pillows; a
feeling of delighted rest stole over her;
the feathery mattress held her close in its
warm embrace; the carved griffins on the
bedposts regarded her with kindly interest. For a time she was so grateful
for this comfortable security that she
could think of nothing else, and then she
moved and she realized that she ached in
every limb?she wanted to sleep, but the
drink she had taken, instead of making
her drowsy, had had a stimulating effect.
She could hear the Colonel's gruff voice in
the hall.
"Do not speak to her tonight," he was
Do not worry her with quessaying.
tions ; she mv.st have rest, do you under-

"

stand?"
And Mrs. Clash murmuring "Yes sir,
yes sir," came back into the room.
Satisfied that Prue was sleeping she sat
down in a chintz-covered chair In front

of the fire and began to doze. Prue
watched her grotesque shadow on the
wall; when the shadow ceased to move
and Mrs. Clash lay back snoring softly
Prue ceased to be amused and she began
to think of her wild ride through the dark
and its probable const quenees. Had she
hurt Hercules? She was afraid the Colonel
would never forgive her if she had killed
his favorite horse. Why did he care so
much for a creature insensible to his affection while she she was so lonely,
she felt that she could not stand his
?

she must go to him and tell him
the whole story. Perhaps he would not
blame her then.
Acting upon an irresistible impulse she
crawled painfully out of bed, and dressing herself iv a trailing lavender wrapper
she went slowly down the stairs to the
library door.
The Colonel was seated before his big
dcs k; he was neither writing nor reading. Something dreadful must have liap»
pawed. Perhaps Hercules was dead. She
came forward timidly.
Is?is Hercules all right? " she asked.
The Colonel started at the sound of her
voice, and, jumping up, he took both her
hands and led her to the lire.
"Prue!" he said. "WhyPrue! what
are you doing here? "
all right? " she said again.
" Is Hercules
He looked at her doubtfully, dreading
Hercules? "he said.
delirium.
thought I might have lamed
I
Yes.
"
him or something. I rode so fast. I
ought not to have taken him this afternoon,but I was in oneof my old desperate
mocds. You had been away so long"?
she sank wearily down in the Colonel's
arm-chair.
"And did you care, Prue? Did you

"

"

care?"

"Of course, I was so lonely without
you. It was too?peaceful,"?she smiled
up at him, ?" and so I took Hercules out
because he reminded me of you "

"Why?"
she hesitated, " because he's
not as vicious as he looks."
The Colonel's small blue eyes twinkled.
the implied compli" I am grateful for
ment," he said dryly. " Hercules is a
handsome brute, but he's more dangerous
than I am; he might have killed you."
" I don't suppose that would have made
much difference," she replied, with a pitiful little laugh.
The Colonel shut his lips with a snap;
the strain upon his heart-strings was very
severe. He was an old?old ?old man
he kept repeating the hateful word to
himself. Dick loved her. Dick was an
impudent young upstart to dream of marrying Prue. Why had he promised to
plead Dick's cause? What should he say?
The words stuck in his throat. He got
up and began to pace up and down the

" Well,"

?

room.

" You

should not make such state-

ments," he said at last. " You know it
would make a difference to me and to
?

Dick."
She watched him narrowly; he was not
even looking at her.
"We have to die sometime," she said,
I'm not very happy, are
reflectively.
you? "
"No," he answered, truthfully enough.
I'm very miserable just now."
" I believe
Hercules?I have hurt Hercules.
It's
"
Why didn't you tell me before? It was an
awful ride?so cold ?so bitterly cold and
so dark; I could not see my hand before
my face, but I had to stop the train. You
would have been killed ; I could not bear
to think of it. Poor Hercules, I would
have been so helpless without him."
" Prue, child ; what do you mean? What
train are you talking about? Why did you
ride so far?
"Oh! I forgot that you did not know.
Sit down and let me tell you. I went to
the stables this afternoon and saddled
Hercules myself, and I rode for miles and
miles? i don't know how far?and I lost
myself trying to get home, and then I
heard Jake groan?"
"Who is Jake?"
Jake was a man I knew years ago; a
"
stupid old miner who worked for father.
He was always a good friend of mine;
he was lying in a ditch; his arm was
mashed under a log. I got him loose, and
he was so grateful he cried, and then he
told me about the obstruction on the
track. He said he and some other convicts had put it there on purpose to kill
the engineer."
Her auditor was plainly bewildered.
'? Your friend was a convict? "
" Yes; he had shot a man."

"

"
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The Colonel sat aghast. " Shot a man I"
" But he hadn't killed him. Poor Jake
is a good-hearted man. He shot the man
in self-defence, so that is the reason I let
him go."
The Colonel, seeing Prue so safe in the
circle of the firelight, forgot the tragic
side of the story for a moment, and throwing back his head he laughed. The girl's
calm disregard of the law appealed to his
sense of the ridiculous.
Did you know that it was a criminal
offence to aid a prisoner to escape?" he
said.
Perhaps," she answered thoughtfully.
you will tell on me.
" But I don't suppose
Poor Jake had repented ; he was going to
walk to the station and give himself up,
but I would not let him. I rode Hercules
instead. I reached the station just in
time. I had been so frightened, thinking
that someone would stop me on the way;
there were the other convicts, you know.
I could scarcely speak when I saw the
station-master. I never felt that way
before. I could not get my breath. I
was afraid I was dying. He did not understand at first. I screamed, but my
voice sounded to me like a whisper, but
he heard me, and then I turned to come
home. It was a fearful ride ?so cold;
I shiver when 1 think of it."
The Colonel took out his handkerchief
and blew his nose both long and loud.
He was having a hard tussle with himself. " I am old?old?old " he forced his
mind to take up the sad refrain.
God bless you, Prue," he said, and in
his effort to control his voice it sounded
gruffer than usual. " I'll try to make the
rest of my life worth living. How proud
your father would be of you, child. There
isn't a man on earth good enough for you.
Dick would always be kind," he added
meditatively, " and he will have all that I
have when I am gone. Life would be
made easy for you."
"But I do not want him," she cried,
with her old energy. "I do not want
him. Why should I marry him? "
The Colonel breathed a sigh of relief,
but he felt that his duty was not yet fully
performed; he stood with his back to the
open grate looking like a martyr on a
blazing funeral pyre.
" Because he is young," he said despairingly. " Because?because he loves you,
Prue."
Prue's ears were quickened ; her heart
was beating tumultuously beneath her
frills of lace. She stood up and faced the
Colonel bravely.
" Do you want me to marry him? " she
said.
The direct question took him off his
guard. He was only conscious of his
own helplessness before her. " Don't?
don'task me, Prue," he said, turning away
from her. " I'm but a selfish brute at
best."
"Then I won't," she said, but there
was a new note of gladness in her tone.
" It would not be right for me to marry
Dick if?if I were in love with someone
else, you know"
Someone else? " repeated the Colonel
hoarsely.
Prue perched one slippered foot on the
fender and viewed it critically.
" Yes," she said calmly. I've been so
unhappy since I've been away from him
that that I don't believe I could live
away from him forever; and the man?
the man must be stupid, because he
doesn't know it. That's the trouble, you
know?he really might not want me."
There was a gray look of agony upon
the Colonel's face. "Not want you,

"
"

"

"

"

?

"Please let me be unreasonable for
once," she said.

*******

They were married the next week by
Pere Gargaroux; the Colonel's happiness
would admit of no longer delay.
"Prue, you have a little missionary
work before you," said the old priest at
parting. "To convert the heathen," and
he shook the Colonel warmly by the hand.
The Colonel smiled. "I believe she
,ias half done that already."
And then, before the gossips of Stanhope could hear the wonderful news of
the marriage, they were speeding away
on their honeymoon as contented as this
poor earth will allow.
A day or two later the Colonel, with
one of his inscrutable smiles, handed his
little wife a marked newspaper to read.
It was an account of the escape of three
the
convicts
two had been captured
third, Jake Williams, had been found in
The
a hospital dying of blood poison.
column ended with this philosophic reflection " Everyone is a hero in someone's eyes, and Jake is not an exception
to this rule, for some fair one evidently
aided him to escape by lending him her
cloak, which he clings to with loverlike
persistency, but he refuses, with praiseworthy gallantry, to utter her name even
in his wildest moments of delirium."
?

?
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END.
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"LAVILLE'S REMEDIES
WILL CUBE

Prue? "

He has his books," she went on, and
and
her eyes swept the tall bookcases.
he has his papers ?cartloads of papers."
" Prue," he cried joyfully, catching the
true meaning of her words. " You can't
mean that, Prue. Why should you care
for me?"
She looked up; there was a roguish
gleam in her eyes.

"
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closet are two more places that menace health unless carefully cleansed
ML
is ockheart's
and disinfected after weeks of closLET ROPINKHAM.
MRS.
FHTSOUGHERINS OUSEHOLD. ing*
[LETTER TO MRS. PINKHAM NO. 67,104]
There has been adecided revival
Tiik sunburn that is acquired from
I cannot express my gratitude to
this summer of the use of denims as
"
sea bathing is as painful anil serious
The material now you for the good that Lydia E. I'inkcovering.
floor
ham's Vegetable Compound has done
as any such infliction can be. A
comes in every tint desired as a good for mt*. I have taken five bottles of
physioian says it is a mistake to use
and is so wide that few the Compound and two boxes of Liver
for this, or any burn from the sun's background,
Tills and feel better in every respect.
seams are needed. In using the I had suffered for years with dropsy;
rays, creams and oils. Much better
on very uneven Moors, it is the veins in my limbs burst, caused
is a free application of witch-hazel, material
to put some inexpensive from the pressure of the water. I had
agood
plan
which not only heals but hardens
the worst kind of kidney trouble, faintlining on the floor first, as otherwise ing spells, and I could
not stand long
the skin, and thus acts as both curathe lines and knots of the boards at a time. I also had female weakness
tive and preventive.
the and the doctor said there was a tumor

TheHousewife.

Medical.
GIVE THE BABY A DRINK.
The assistant health commissioner
of Chicago, Doctor F. W. Reilly,
(tails attention to the fact that in the
health department circular prepared
by him on the " Hot Weather Care
of Infants and Young Children"
not enough stress is laid upon the
importance of water for babies. A
recent writer on health-preserving
measures with special reference to
infants and children says
First and foremost let us advocate
water. Water internally, externally
and eternally. The action of water
in the human system is not unlike
its action without. It is the great
solvent for the ingress of nutritive
material and the egress of debris.
Its mission differs littlefrom its mission in the streams and rivers.
From the time the infant enters
the world, in winter and summer,
year in and year out, he should have
the daily bath. It is strengthening,
it is cleansing, it is disease-preventing. The refuse and the excretions,
particularly the nonvolatile ones
which, if not washed off, are capable of re-absorption
all, together
with dust, chance germs, remains of
irritating deposits, may thus be removed. Nature is given natural aid,
the pores are opened and the skin
exercised, and surface circulation
stimulated.
To the infant water internally is
a necessity. How many mothers are
so thoughtful as to give their babies
a little water to drink now and then?
True, they get liquid in their milk,
but not enough often to eliminate as
they should the waste products of
the body. Water is nature's diuretic. It is an aperient, and given
more freely to infants would doubtless lessen the constipation so prevalent in them.
(live the baby a drink? not much
at a time but often in hot weather.

:

?

?

USES FOR LEMONS.

The juice of a lemon, taken in hot
water on awaking in the morning,
is an excellent liver corrective, and
for stout women is better than any
anti-fat medicine ever invented.
Clycerine and lemon juice, halfand-half, on a bit of absorbent cotton, is the best thing in the world
wherewith to moisten the lips and
tongue of a fever-parched patient.

A dash of lemon juice in plain
water is an excellent tooth-wash.
It not only removes tartar, but
sweetens the breath.
A teaspoonful of the juice in a

small cup of black coffee will almost
certainly relieve a bilious headache.
The finest of manicure acids is
made by putting a teaspoonful of
lemon juice in a cupful of warm
water. This removes most stains
from the fingers and nails, and loosens the cuticle more satisfactorily
than can be done by the use of a

sharp instrument.
In answering advertisements please mention TEE SACRED UEAIFI REVIEW

A single expedient to alleviate
the ny nuisance is to sponge the window and sills with a strong solution
of carbolic acid. Do it white the
sun is shining and the Hies are most
plentiful. They will, it is said, die
at once and in numbers. The brushing may be repeated several times.

soon show their imprint through
tightly stretched denim. The material is very durable, its (inly defect
being thatfrom its want of design
spots show easily.

in my left side. The pains I had to
Stand were something dreadful. A
frii nd handed me a little book ofyours,
BO 1 got your medicine and it has saved
my life. I felt better from the first
bottle. The bloating and the tumors
have all gone and I do not .suffer any
pain. lam still vising- the Vegetable
Compound and hope others may find
relief as I have done from its use."?
Miss X. .1. LocKiiEART, Box 16, Eliza-

Ik a slight stiffening is desired in
summer dresses rice-water may be
used in their laundering. A pound
of rice is boiled in a gallon of water, beth, Pa.
in this before
Icei> chocolate is pronounced one and the dresses rinsed
Only the women who have suffered
best
The
laundresses with female troubles can fully appredried.
being
of the most nourishing of summer
dresses ciate the gratitude of those who have
drinks, as it is one of the most re- do not allow delicate summer
them
in- been restored to health.
rolling
sun,
in
the
dry
Mrs. Pinkham responds quickly nnd
freshing. The chocolate is made in to
them re- withoutcharge to all letters from su tierthe usual way, two teaspoonfuls to stead in a cloth and letting
when they ing women, Her address is Lynn, Mass.
a pint of boiling water. It is cooked main until nearly dry,
in a double boiler and when cold a are ironed.
possible of the child's time be passed
Makion.
cup of cream is added. The process
out-of-doors, properly clad, with
congenial and proper associates.
of beating the chocolate with a
CHILDREN IN VACATION.
Dover beater is to be recommended
(I'hila.. Pa.,) Table Talk.
Mrs. S. T.
Many a mother really dreads " Tbe art. Rorer.in
for the serving of cold chocolate. It
of washing lias not progressed as
rapidly as other household employments,
is more digestible as well as more this long summer vacation between and
if the introduction of a good washing
shall
she
do
powder will in any way ameliorate the
palatable after this treatment. It is terms of school. What
conditions Of our domestics and make u-ashthen served in tall glasses, partly with the children ? Here are a few ing a pleasure, I should be glad to see such
every house in theland. It is a well
tilled with chopped ice. Iced tea suggestions from which others will enter
known fad that two tablespooiifiils of
washing powder will do more good work
and iced coffee are excellent stimuspring spontaneously :?
in one hour than a strong woman and
Free them as entirely as possible board in three. Many housekeepers object
lants for hot weather, if one feels
these " i|iiiei worker* on the plea that
the need of such.
from books. Even the confirmed to
they rot the clothing. This is, of course,
not
true, unless you purchase cheap
bookworm should be shown that it powders,
and even then 1 doubt if the
Guass stains yield to alcohol or
" rubbing, which one can hear
is better to give the mental a respite "everlasting
to the very top of the bouse, does not do by
ammonia, or will disappear if soaked while the physical has attention.
far greater injury.
in a little cream of tartar and water.
Keep them as much as possible
where the sun shines
out-of-doors
"Tiik sight," comments a sanitary
air is abundant.
pure
and
the
lecturer, "common now in all large
(Jo with them through the fields,
cities, of rows of houses closely
\u25a0
Latest Improvements.
and visit the woods ; they will learn
AH Sizes. Fair Prices
sealed from light and air, suggests something new on each expedition, tr 1
BOSTON, NEW YOkk
mind
autumnal
to the professional
PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO.
adding to their store of varied "T
ItARGAINS in ORGANS
illnesses unless the greatest care is
but better far will be "
Taken in Exchange.
knowledge,
their
ocused in airing them before
ißomce
u25a0 iQOK &.
""rir
f\ M»
y \HASTINGS
the enjoyment brought into their
WO. and «"l-s
J"\*M
Kendal ureen, Masa.
cupancy by the families who reside lives
through acquaintance with the
in them. It is a pity that things
Should be in every Young Lady's Library.
wonderful works of nature.
come before humanity in the minds
in the family, New edition of Monseigneur Landriot's
girls
If
there
are
of most persons; if housekeepers
Celebrated Conferences.
and a tlower garden, never so small,
were not so careful of their carpets
give the girls a corner which shall
and furnishings they would leave the
be
"all their very own."
upper half of windows, at least, unANl>
If
there are boys, and a vegetable
protected, that the sunlight, the best
rule.
Ten
the
same
garden,
pursue
LIFE,
of disinfectants, could penetrate
to one that of their own
chances
of
room.
In
the
Followed by Discourses on
freely every part
volition the brothers will be found
preparing a house that has been
helping the sisters, and vice versa. Rash Judgments, Patience and Grace.
closed for occupancy every pipe in
By Nonsehjnetir Landrlot, Archbtabop
Children too young for these pracot Bhelma.
the premises, up-stairs and down, tical exercises will find abundant deTranslated
from tin- Preach by
good
a
out
with
should be Hushed
Helena Lyoaa,
in imitating their elders. Let
light
by
With
Preface
the Bishop of Kerry.
closet-doorsopened,and
disinfectant,
them
have
sand
a
bit
of
unpile,
a
all shut-up corners freely aired and used
$1.25
ground, or, if no other priv- 12m0., cloth
deluged with sunlight. SleepingFor sale by nil Catholic booksellers, or \u25a0col
ilege presents, a sand box. The in- postpaid
On receipt ol price.
rooms should be swept with a damp
Complete catalogue on application.
love
of
the
child
for
such
stinctive
undislong
dust
so
broom, that the
play will do the rest.
turbed may not be distributed everyThis sand box may be indoors in
& Co.,
where. In addition, carpets or matan unused apartment, to which the
Catholic FuhliHliers,
children will turn with delight on
tings that have been down all sumthe
as
;
around
but
let
as
much
days
inclement
Boston, Mass.
mer should be loosened
172 Tremont Street,
enup
are
not
taken
edges if they
W I ni/||
tirely, and the floor wiped with
A/11 n/l AND PREMIUMS-FACTORY TO FAMILY
M MM MMMM MmM ML MM MM MMM. Bend for a beautiful booklet free. It
needs
The
cellar
borax and water.
M Mm M*T Mm MMW
teHs how to obtain, free, the famous
mMM MM f «
premiums worth 110.00 each.
M_§*MMMW\MMW
iMIJrmM *mW Ttarkln
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good airing on a sunny day, and a
maWMMMM UWMW
ne Larkin Soap Mfg. Co.,larkin St., Buffalo, N.V.
OUR OFFER FULLY EXPLAINED IN
coat of whitewash is an excellent
ash'nAiKKii llkakt Kkvikw, March 25, ISWI
and
safeguard. The ice-box
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SINS OF THE TONGUE
JEALOUSY IN WOMAN'S
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Marlier, Callanan
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FactsnF
d igures.

aSensd onsense.
N

The first matches were made in 1746.

The Chinese invented paper 170 b.

July 15, 1899.

c.

Sound moves about 743 miles an hour.

"Of course they have chills and fever
in Cuby," said the reader of the county
paper. "They wouldn't have named
that place Santy Ague if they hadn't."
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Is Mrs. Barkis on your calling-list.
A PERFECT
Airs. Montmorency?"
BABIES"
A BOOK FOR
I ? (INFANT
"Yes ?but not on my visiting-list.
l»'
mothers,
FOOD.
The thickness of human hair varies We call the telephone book our callingfrom the 25th to the (iOOth part of an list
BORDEN'S CONDENSED MILK CO. NEW YORK
now."
inch; blonde hair is the finest and red
Clara.? 1 never sing except for my
the coarsest.
very dear friends.
wear it where it grew ! " 'Phis ended
" Yes, sir, and cheap at that."
The latest English dictionaries con"All right, madanie, I'll settle, but it's
Maude.? There's where you make a the controversy.
tain notlessthan 21i0,000 different words.
robbery. We had our first anniversary
You should sing only for
mistake.
Next in rank comts the German lan- your worst enemies.
" Have you heard from your son in yesterday, and I bought a ten-pound
guage with 80,000 words, and then come
the Philippines, Mrs. Parkins?"
turkey for $1.26."
in succession the Italian, with 86,000,
"Jane, did you break that china
"Oh, yes, indeed, Mrs. .Jones. He
Frank Buckland, the naturalist,
writes regularly."
the French, with 30,000, and the Span- plate? "
when collecting information about White
is
his
heart
in
?
Yes'm.
You
taken
in
with
that
And
this
war
ish, with 20,000 words. Among the
got
"
"
1 don't exactly know. I judge from of Selborne, met with an old lady who
oriental languages, the Arabic is the plate, muni. It's a weak 'un. It broke
most copious, its vocabulary being even the fourth time 1 dropped it."
what he says that it is in his boots most professed to have seen him? " a whitehaired old gent, who used to walk about
richer than that of the English language.
of the time."
his garden with a crocodile."
Teacher. ?Can any one tell me why
"Wasn't it a tortoise?" suggested
Aunt Ethel. Well, Beatrice, were
Kecent inquiries in England have led flannel is comfortable in winter ?
Buckland. The old lady admitted it
brave
at
the
dentist's?
you
very
Boy
showing
to the preparation of tables
the
Brioiit
(in new underwear). It
might have been " one of them furreii
Beatrice.? Yes, auntie, 1 was.
"full term of life" for man and other makes yeh hitch about and wriggle
birds."
?Then
there's
ten
Aunt Ethel.
the
mammals, based upon the theory that around, and the exercise keeps yeh
cents I promised you. Now tell me what
there is a fixed ratio between the period warm. \u25a0
he did to you.
required to reach maturity and the total
He. Oh, by the way, the doctor adBeatrice.
He pulled out two of
length of life. Accident, diseaseand so
to eat a water cracker before Willies teeth !
vises
me
forth have to be eliminated from the going to bed;
said it would prevent my
calculation. According to these tables, insomnia.
A troubled but trusting subscriber
there any in the house?
Are
only one animal exceeds man in its full
recently wrote to the editor of the
She. The only thing in the house aplife term, namely, the elephant. For
proaching a watercracker is the ice-pick. Huron, Kan., Herald: "What ails my
man the theory makes the average term
hens? Kvery morning 1 find one or
about ninety years, and for the elephant
Tom.?lf you had the privilege of kiss- more of them keeled over, to rise no
THE IDEAL VACATION LAND.
something over 100 years. Next to the ing a pretty girl on the right or left more." The reply was: "The fowls are
Beautirul Scenery. Delightful Climate. Tbe
man, in longevity, come the camel and cheek which would you do?
dead. It is an old complaint and Sportsman's
Paradise, abounding in virgin waters
the Arabian horse, whose term of life is
Dick.?lt would be hard to make a nothing can be done except to bury and unexplored forests.
about forty-two years.
choice, hut between the two 1 should them."
From lins'un to Yarin-mth, N. S., is tiie shortes t,
A writer in Popular Science describes probably find away out of the dilemma.
Don't you wish," he asked, looking quickest
and best roiite to any part of tiie Marlt'ine
Province
ostrich-farming in southern California as
Beginning July 2nd, daily service (Saturday exAn intelligent farmer has discovered soulfully into her eyes, " that the tunBoston to Yarmouth Steamers "Piinee
a growing industry. The first birds were that by planting
times as long ? " cepted)
George" and "Prince Arthur" leaving Long
onions and potatoes in nel on this line was ten
4 P. M
imported about thirteen years ago, and
him
Wharf
No,"
It
struck
she answered.
"
the same field in alternate rows, the
Beginning July Ist, direct service to St. John,
now there are farms at Norwalk and onions
8.,' SS. Prii cc Edward," leaving Long Wharf
strong that they bring like a dash of cold water in the face. N.
become
so
It A. M., and Saturdays 4 P. M.
Wednesdays
South Pasadena stocked with hundreds tears the eyes of the
upon
it
dawned
him
that
she
Wriie to undersigned for all informa'lon as to
Instantly
to
potatoes in such
rates, hotels, etc which will be sent po»t free.
of ostriches born in California. Every
volume that the roots are kept moist no longer loved him. " They always
F. 11. ARMSTRONG, Acting G. P. A.,
few months the male birds are stripped
Kentvllle, N. S.
and a big crop is raised in spite of the light the car lamps when coining to the
J. K. MASTERS, N. E. Supt.,
plumes,
each bird yielding drought.
of their white
long tunnels," she added, " and they
228 Washington St., Boston.
about $30 worth of feathers annually.
don't for theshort ones."
The birds are also sold to menageries, a
Doctor (to Gilbert, aged four).
Put
fine pair being worth from $2">o to $300. your tongue out, dear. Little Gilbert
"It's too bad," said little Bessie,
The hatching of the eggs requires forty- protruded the tip of his tongue.
"that there isn't another little Peters
two days, the hen covering them in the
Doctor. ?No, no; put it right out. boy."
daytime and the male bird at night. The little fellow shook his head weakly
"They have six," said the mother.
The prevailing color of the hen is gray, and the tears gathered in his eyes.
"1 should consider that about enough."
and that of the male black, so that their
"1 can't, doctor; it's fastened on to
" Well," said the little girl, "they can
choice of the hours for sitting on the eggs me."
all take each other's clothes as they
j
aUat"J
corresponds with the time when each is
grow up, but there isn't anyone to take
Isaac M. Gregory, for many years the
Johnnies, and it seems kind of
less easily seen.
editor of Judge, oncemade a severe reply little
wasteful."
The territory of Alaska cost $7,200,000. to a statement made by Mr. le Due, who
Up to date the fur companies have was our last Commissioner of Agricul"There's something wrong with this
taken more than $33,000,000 worth of ture. Le Due had quarreled with the bill," said the young married man to Ihe
sealskins. They have paid into the press, and some one asked him why he millinerwho hasimported Parisian prices
Treasury more than $0,01X1,000 as royal- did not reply in kind. "Nonsense!" as well as styles.
DOMINION LINE
ties, with |1,540,653 in dispute, says the he returned. " I shall wear no jackass's
It
is
correct in every item," after S. S.
England and S. S."Canada
New
"
Saturday Evening Post. No estimate of scalp at my belt!
looking it over.
"
and
S. S. Derbyshire."
the whale fisheries is accessible, but the
To this Mr. Gregory promptly reKight dollars for that bird, no bigger
Steamers) In Service
<D. S. and Koyal Mall
"
between
value of the product is roughly placed at torted: "Oh, no, old fellow. You'll than my list ?
"
Boston, Queenstown and Liverpool,
$2,000,000 a year, and the total of $20,Sailings May 17th, May 31st, June 14th,
-000,000 since Alaska was ceded to the
June 21st and July sth.
United States. The salmon fisheries
Cabin Passage at Low Rates. Second Cabin, 537.50
Return, $71.25.
accommodations).
superior
(very
yielded $2,977,019 in 1897, and nearly
Steerage Passage, 025.50. Passengers booked to and
from all points In Great Britain and Ireland. For
$4,000,000 in 1898. The exact figures are
Sailings, Rates, etc., apply to or address RICHnot yet known. Since annexation, the
ARDS, MILLS & CO., General Agents, 103
Many hands make light work," and so does (Jold Dust
I
r>
State Street, Boston, or Local Agents In all
"
Washing Powder. If you are not in a position to employ ''many
total output of the salmon fisheries has hands"
*s A\ K^Sm^t
cities and towns in New England.
a
inyour house_jJ
/
^
«
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y
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V
exceeded $30,000,000. In a letter to work,
will be
\u25a0
\u25a0
V-'
both pleased and
"
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Congress the United States Commisastonished to see how H
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1,0
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with
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sioner of Fish and Fisheries estimated muchpair
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W
one
of willing
I
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the value of the Alaskan fisheries, exhands by using
/7 A
I
|X /
?AND?
cluding whalesand seals, at $07,890,1X10.
The gold output up to 1897 exceeded
$1"),000,000. The total for 1898 is estiD
mated at $0,000,000, although the exact
On receipt of this amount we will send you
it you can do your cleaning /
I1 I I
figures are not obtainable.
J? -n
by mail both of the above articles. Address
easier, quicker, cheaper and better
\
/
j- |
\
than with soap or any other cleanser.
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fll '/ \y
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Try it and be convinced.
For greatest economy buy our
1/
*
fty Ijook at the address on your paper.
tgf~ Hit reads JUNE, 1899,
Essex
There are at least 10,000,000 nervefibres in the human body.
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Catholic Prayer Book

A Handsome Pearl Rosary
For 50 Cents.
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THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

NEW YORK

BOSTON

FLYNN & MAHONY,

16-18-20

Street, BOSTON,

Near Washington street.
The largest Catholic Bookstore in New

Kngland.

